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1. I TROD CTIO 
1.1 Th d f r t hi Inve t igation 
Internal combu tion nurne have more than a century of hi tory uomu back 
to th park-ignition engine of Otto (1 76) and the compre ion-iunition enuine of 
Di l ( 1 2) l ]. Becau e of th ir implicity, ruggedne and hiuh power to weight 
ratio. the e two type of enuine ha,·e found wide application in land, ea. and air 
tran portation a well a for tationary power generation. During the pa t three 
decad new force for change have become important and now ignificantly affect 
ngm d ign and operation. The three mo t important force are the need to control 
th automotiv contribution to urban air pollution, the need to reduce automotive 
fu I on umption. and the need to compete in the ulobal marketplace. 
For the la t half century the die el engine ha been a popular choice for heavy-
and medium-duty application due to it pro en uperiority in fuel economy over the 
park-iunition engine. In addition, mo t die el engine have lower level of unburned 
hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emitted from heir exhau t than comparable 
iz cl park-ignition engine withou after-treatment. The two t pe of engine emit 
omparable level of nitrogen oxide . However, die el engine emit a much ureater 
quantity of particulate matter than park-ignition engine . 
Emi ion tandard for pas enger car , truck , and bu e were introduced fir t in 
('alifornia. then nationwide in the l"nited tate. tarting; in the early 1%0. Partic-
ulat emi - ion control wa fir t propo ed in ic;.- primarily for h alth and ae thetic 
rea n . Th EnYironmental Protection . a ncy ( EP. ) tarted reaulatina <lie el ex-
hau t particulate matt r from light duty \ehicle in 1 1. ince then. the amount 
of particulat matt r emi ion p rmitt <l by the EPA ha been reaularly reduced. 
Current regulation allow 0.33.5 g bk\\'-hr 1 (0.2.5 a bhp-hr)2 of particulate matter 
emi ion both for urban bu and truck enaine until 19 3. The 1 3 and 19 4 urban 
bu parti ulate tandard ar 0.13-l a bk\\"-hr (0.10 a bhp-hr) and 0.067 a bk\Y-hr 
(0.0.5 g bhp-hr) re pecti,·ely. For truck . the propo ed 1 94 particulate tandard 
ar 0.134 a bk\V-hr (0.10 g bhp-hr) 2. To determine whether or not th engine 
meet the EPA tandard. they are run over an EP tran ient cycle while particulate 
matter i collected from the exhau t ga . The EP. tran i nt cycle i a pre cribed 
erie of ngine peed and torque that imulate the drivina condition in both the 
. w York and Lo ngele area . The EP. al o pecifie that the temperature of 
th diluted exhau t ga hould be lower than 325 K _3 when it enter the collection 
filter. Thi regulation en ure the die el xhau t ha been ufficiently mixed with air 
and that the actual exhau t-atmo pheric air mixina proce imulated. 
The future die el emi ion tandard for heavy-duty bu e and truck are a 
formidable challenge for ngine manufacturer . cro a broad front of interrelated 
technical ar a , a number of potential emi ion reduction trateaie mu t be inve ti-
gated wi hin the regulatory time limit . The e include: fuel quality, lubricant modi-
fl.cation turbocharger re pon e. turbocharger matching, tran ient re pon e, control 
lg bk\Y-hr tand for gram per brake kilowatt-hour. 
•) ~a bhp-hr tand for gram per brake hor epower-hour. 
of th di - l combu twn proce . electronic nuine control. heat rej ction. catalytic 
com· rt r . and particulat trap . In addition. the economic impact of all thee enui-
n ring; fronti r ha to b con id red. 
To run a tran i nt crcle. it i nece ary to have a computer-controlled enurne 
dvnamom t rand a ophi ticated el ctronic control y tem. 'ince the diluted exhau t 
ga mu -t b lower than 32.5 K. the dilution y tern become ,-ery large and the ize of 
th qu1pm nt directly affect th cot. It i clear that conductinu the EPA tran i nt 
te -t 1 v ry xpen 1\·e. 
C'omput r model pro,·ide on option for evaluating enuine particulate emi ion 
over the tran i ~t cycle without having to run expen ive te t . ince the amount 
of particulate matter emi ion from a die el enuine depend mainly on fuel to air 
ratio and p ed, teady- tate mea urement could be u ed to develop a functional 
relation hip b twe n the particulate emi ion and the e enuine operatinu parameter . 
If thi were combined with a computer model which could predict the in tantaneou 
ngm fu I-air ratio over the tran ient c de, the total amount of particulate matter 
mitt dover the EP. tran i nt cycle could bee tirnated. 
mod l of thi type would rely on particulate erni ion data collected during 
ady- tat te t . but it ha the advantage of ea ily predictinu the particulate erni -
·ion over different tran ient c de . The flexibility of the model i beneficial for un-
d r tanding the engine' tran ient re pone and controllinu the particulate emi ion. 
l o, conducting the tead - tate te t i much impler than running the tran ient 
t. • · o ophi ticated engine dynamometer i required and the engine peed and 
torqu can b manuall controlled at de ired ettinu . The teady- ta e te t also do 
not require an exhau t ampling y tern capable of handling the full enuine exhau t 
4 
flow .. \dilution mini -tunnel which proc ·e only a fraction of the n.,.ine exhau-t can 
h u cl for -u:-a<ly- t ate particulate mea urement - -L .5. . 7 . Thi type of modeL 
combin d with the t ady-- tate te t . could provide an economic way to predict th 
particulate emi ion for tran i nt cycle . 
1.2 R arch Goal 
\ ' rv few att mpt have been made to provid model for predictin.,. die el en.,.ine 
parti ulat mi ion during tran i nt cycle The objective of thi - tudy wa to 
d velop uch a model. 
The .,.oal of the re earch wer to: 
1. d velop an engine model to predict the in tantaneou engme fuel-to-air 
ratio ov r a tran ient cycle: 
2. predict the ngine particulate emi ion for different tran ient cycles, ba ed 
on the model-predicted engine fuel to air ratio and mea ured teady- tate 
particulate emi ion data; and 
3. v rif the model u ing experimental data obtained from tran ient te tin<T. 
1.3 Di ertation Organization 
The organization of thi di ertation i given a follow . Chapter 1 provide a 
.,. n ral introduction to the problem of predicting die el engine particulate emi ion . 
hapter 2 provide a literature review on die el engine combu tion and particulate 
emi ion, on particulate mea urement , and on model predicting particulate emi -
ion. Chapter 3 i devoted to the development of the computer model, which con i t 
.) 
of a qna. i- teady- tate ngine combu tion model. a dynamic turbo haraer mod l. 
and a dynamic en~ine model. Th exp rimental et-up for the te t · i pre ented in 
Chapter -1. Chapter ; co\· r th procedure for the ·t ady- tate te t . the ran ient 
tt> t • and di er t tran nt cycle te t . 'hapter 6 di cu e compan on between 
mod 1 prediction and xp rim ntal data. The conclu ion ar ·ummarized in 'hap-
t r 7. Appendic provid additional detail · on the important differential equation 
for th mod I. the deign of the xp rimental apparatu. and the calibration of the 
qu1pm nt. 
2. LITERAT RE REVIEW 
hi literature review 1 divided into three ection . The fir t ection i a re-
view of di el combu tion and emi ion proce e . The econd ection i a review of 
particulate mea urement and the la t ection i a review of recent die el particulate 
emi ion modelina. 
2.1 Combu tion and Emi ion rn Die el Engine 
2.1.1 C ombu tion 
The die el combu tion proce i an extremely complex phenomenon. It i an un-
t ady, heterogeneou . three-dimen ional combustion proce . It im·olve the burning 
of a liquid fuel pra under tran ient operatina condition [ ]. Althouah an adequate 
conceptual under tanding of die el engine combu tion has been developed, to date a 
quantitative evaluation for the proce till lackina ' l ]. 
The fuel and air are not premixed initially in the compres ion-ignition or die el 
ngine. In the die el engine, air alone i com pre ed and rai ed to a high temperature 
and pre ure on the compre ion troke. One or more jets of fuel, u ually at high 
velocity, are introduced into the combu tion chamber toward the end of he compre -
ion troke, ju t before the de ired tart of combu tion. The fuel vaporize , mixe 
with the high-temperature and high-pre ure turbulent air and undergoe chemical 
-
I 
prr-combu tion reaction -. The fuel doe not ianite immediately. There 1· a time 
prriod called th iam ti on delay. during which the fuel un<lergoe - heating. ,-aporiza-
t ion. mixinu and th pre-reaction . The duration of thi delay depend on the enuine 
deign and th fu 1 typ 
\ft r th delay p rio<l. u ually a few degr e of crank haft rotation. ·ponta-
neou ignition will occur at reuion where the mixture ha fuel-air ratio do e to 
toichiom tric. he cylinder pre ure and temperature are increa ed du to the rapid 
combu tion of the phy ically and chemically prepared charge. The re ulting com-
pr -ion of th unburn cl portion of the fuel-air mixture horten the delay for that 
mixture. The rate for the ub - qu nt combu tion depend on how fa t the air i 
ntrain d into the fuel rich zone and a combu tible mixture formed 10, 11, 12. 13. 
2.1.2 Di nu 1 n 
In th 1 engine, the pollutant come from three our e : the exhau t pipe. 
the crankca br ather, and the fuel tank breather. The exhau t pipe i the primary 
ourc with from 5 to .5 percent of the die el engine' pollutant pa inu through 
it. 
Th ideal exhau t ga hould contain only nitrogen oxyaen, water vapor. and 
carbon dioxide. Due to the nature of the die el combu tion di cu ed in ection 2.1.1. 
the xhau t ga al o contain particulate of olid carbon. unburned hydrocarbon , 
oxide of nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and trace of alcohol , aldehyde , 
k ton , ph nol acid , e ter , ether . epoxide . peroxide , and other oxygenate . 
'urrently there are only four regulated exhau t con tituent . The e pollutant are 
xide of nitrogen (.YOx) unburned hydrocarbon (H C), carbon monoxide (CO), 
and particulat matter ( PJI) which include ·oot. or ·olid ca rbon. ulfate-. and 
condi>n ed hydrocarbon ·. ·om times called the ·olubl oruanic fraction (~'OF ) 3. 
J 
h natur of th mixinu controlled combu tion proce i important in under-
tancling the ource of the air pollutant . In the die el enuine. the fuel i injected into 
th combu ·t1on chamber ju t before the end of the compre ion ·troke. o throuuhout 
mo t of the critical part of the cycle the fuel di tribution i nonuniform. The pollu-
tant formation proce e are trongly dependent on the fuel di tribution and how that 
di tribution chanue with tirn due to mixing. The fuel pray and air entrainment 
region i diYided into the fuel-rich zone. where oot formation occur . the inten e 
r action zon , which i re pon ible for the heat relea e and .YO.r formation. and the 
lean out r zone, which i the ource of mo t oft he unburned hydrocarbon formation 
du to flam quenching and in which mo t of the oot oxidation take place. ince 
thi di rtation i primarily concerned with die el particulate erni ion, the ource 
of. O.r• HC. and C'O emi ion will not be di cu ed here. Further information on 
th e p cie i proYided in reference fl . 
2.1.3 P a r t iculat matter 
Particulate matter i defined by the EP a any die el exhau t ub tance other 
than water that can be collected by filtering the diluted exhau t at or below 325 K '31 • 
The material collected on the filter i generally cla ified into three part : olid carbon 
material or oot, ulfate, and the oluble organic fraction ( OF) that i compo ed of 
unburned fuel and lubrication oil, and their partial oxidation products ·14 . eedham 
t al. 15 pre ented mea urement of the particulate compo ition from 16 heavy-duty 
turbocharged die el engine in their ti terat ure review. They found that oot make 
up U.03 of th total particulat emi:·ion. unburned oil i 25.00:( . ulfate and water 
are l-t.o<7c . unburn d fuel i i.Otr.; . and unaccounted for ·ub tance are 13.0<(. 
Thi ect1on di cu e the particulate formation proce e includina oot forma-
t ion. oot oxidation. and ad orption and conden ation of hydrocarbon . ~Io - t of the 
information availabl on the fundam ntal of oot formation in combu tion com -
from tudie in impl premixed and diffu ion flame . tirred reactor . -hock tube ·, 
and con tant-\·olume combu tion bomb . However. thee tudie are not able to ex-
plain th ·oot formation proce in die el enaine due to the unique characteri tic of 
die el combu tion- th high ga temperature and pre ure . the complex fuel com-
po ition. the dominanc of turbulent mixina, the un teady nature of the proc . and 
the thre -dim n ional geometry. Therefore, oot formation in the die el enaine i 
poorly and incomplet ly under tood. 
The followina conclu ion are primarily derived from a review of the technical 
literature written by Hayne and \Yaaner )6 . Figure 2.1 how the proce e in-
volv d in particulate formation. oot formation take place in th die el combu tion 
nvironment at temperature b tween about 1000 and 2 00 K. at pre ure of .50 to 
100 bar and with ufficient air O\'erall to fully burn the fuel. Equilibrium con ider-
ation indicate that oot formation hould occur when the carbon oxygen ratio in 
th fuel-oxidizer mixture exceed unity. However it i generally recoanized that oot 
formation i a nonequilibrium proce . Experimentally ob erved critical C' 0 ratio 
rang from about 0 .. 5 to 0 .. The time available for the formation of olid oot par-
ticle from a fraction of the fuel (containing 12 to 22 carbon atom ) i on the order 
of milli cond . 
The production of die el particulate can be divided into two tage particle 
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formation and particl grow h. Th e two tag are de crib d a · follow -. 
l. Particl formation: Th particle formation proce - i · al o called nucleation. 
During thi tage. th firt conden ed-pha· material ari e· from the oxidation 
and or pyroly i product of fuel mol cule . The e product typically includ 
rnnou un aturat d hydrocarbon . particularly acetylene and it hiuher ana-
logu ( C2n H2 ). and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon . The e two typ of 
mol ule ar con id red the mo t likely precur or of oot in flame .. ucle-
ation produce a larg numb r of ,·ery mall particle with an in iunificant 
am unt of oot in term of w ight. 
2. Particl growth: hi proc include urface urowth. coauulation, and auure-
gation. Th bulk of the olid-pha e material i uenerated by urface urowth 
which involve th ga -pha e depo ition of hydrocarbon intermediate on the 
urfac of the pherule that d velop from the nuclei. urfac urowt h reac-
tion l ad to an increa e in th amount of oot but th number of particle 
r main unchanged. oot can b produced by all normally u ed hydrocarbon 
fu 1 burn d at ufficiently rich toichiometry 1 ] . oagulation involve par-
t id colli ion and oale cence, which decrea e the number of particle and 
tncrea e their ize with the amount of oot ta ing con tant ,20, 21. Then the 
particle are aggr uated into chain and du t r by colli ion of larger particle 
22 J. 
In th overall oot formation proce oxidation of oot at he precur or. nuclei 
and particle tage an o cur. larue fraction of he oot formed i oxidized within 
th cylinder b fore the e. hau t proce commence . The oot oxidation proce m 
12 
the di el cylind r 1 kinetically controlled ·rnce particle ·iz are in the 0.01 to 1.0 
pm diam r ranae 21 . There are many pecie rn or near th flame that could 
oxid1z th oot uch a 02. 0. 0 H. C02. The e\·entual emi ion of oot from the 
ngrn will depend on the balanc b tween the proce e of formation and burn-out 
1 i' 1 • 23 . 
Th final proc rn th particulat formation equence i ad orption and con-
d n at ion of hydrocarbon . Thi occur primarily after th cylinder aa e ha\'e been 
xhau ted from th exhau t aa e are diluted with air ·24. In the 
tandard parti ulate ma m1 ion mea urement proce thi occur in a dilution 
t unn I which imulate the actual at mo pheric dilution proce he mea urement 
involv filt rina a diluted xhau t aa ample to remove the particulate. , fter equili-
brating th filt rat temperature and humidity controlled condition to remove water. 
th particulat ma i obtained by weiahina. In the pre cribed EP procedure. the 
filt r t mperatur mu t not exc ed 325 K. 
he total particulate ma partitioned into the in olubl oraamc fraction 
(!OF), th olubl organic fraction ( OF). and th ulfate. The !OF con it 
mainly of arbon oot aenerated during combu tion and i not affec ed by the di-
lution proce . Th OF i controlled by both ad orption and conden ation. which 
occur durin th dilution proce d orption involve he adherence of molecule of 
unburn d hydrocarbon to the urface of the oot particle b chemical or phy ical 
force . Thi depend on the fraction of the available particle urface area occupied 
by hydrocarbon and on the partial pre ure of the ga eou hydrocarbon that drive 
th ad orption proce . Conden ation will occur whene er the vapor pre ure of the 
a ou hydrocarbon exceed it aturated vapor pre ure. High exhau t concentra-
13 
tion of h_\<lrocarbon ar th ondition · wher conden ·ation i likely to b most 
ignificant. and the hydrocarbon mo t likely to conden ·e are tho e of low ,-olatil-
ity. ource of low-volatility hydrocarbon · ar the hiah-boilina-point fraction of the 
fuel. unburned hydrocarbon that ha,·e been pyrolyzed but not con urned in the 
rombu -tion proce -. and the lubricating oil li , . The ad orbed and conden ed hiah 
molecular weight oraanic compound include: unburned hydrocarbon , oxyaenated 
hydrocarbon (ketone . e ter . et her . oraanic acid ). and polynuclear aromatic hy-
dro arbon -. Th cond n ed material al o include inorganic pecies ·uch a ulfur 
dioxide. nitrogen dioxide. and ulfuric acid ( ulfate ) li. 1 . 
Both oxhlet and onification met hod are u ed to extract the oraanic frac-
tion from particulate ample . Two commonly u ed olvent are methylene chloride 
(dichloromethane) and a benzene-ethanol mixture. Typically 1.5 to 30 ma percent 
xtractable. though the range of ob ervation i much laraer (approximately 25 to 
i.5 perc nt) 2.5 . Thermogravimetric analy i ( weighina the ample a it i heated) 
produce comparable re ult , 14 . 
2.2 Particulate Emi ion Mea urement 
The future of die el engine . while brightened by ignificant fuel economy ad van-
t ag over ga oline engine , i partly clouded by their higher particulate emi sion . 
lncrea ed attention to thi problem ha led to appreciable reduction in particulate 
m1 ion .. m1 ion level are further reduced there i a need to determine the 
origin of th remainina particulate emi ion in terms of engine operating mode. Thi 
ction pre ent the method u ed to mea ure oot and particulate emi ion both 
in-cylinder and in the exhau t. 
1-! 
2.2.1 In- !ind r m a ur m n t f part i ulat 
tartmg from th middle of the 1 10 . re earcher ha\·e de,·eloped numerou-
m t hod to m a ure oot m1 ion from an enuine cylinder. The e met hod can be 
di,·id cl into two categorie : the direct amplinu method and optical method . Direct 
ampling mean the combu tion product are directly ampled from the cylinder. 
Optical method ha,· be n applied to mea ure the radiation propertie of the com-
bu tion product m order to tudy the formation and the oxidation proce e of oot 
particl 
Th dir ct amp ling met hod ha been ext n ively u ed at the C ni ver ity of ;\!in-
n ota 26. 27. 21. 2 . 2 . 30 . Direct amplinu experiment . which are al o called 
blowdown or dumping exp riment . were u ed to ample the entire content of the 
ylind r during combu tion. The m t hod allow the content oft he cylinder to ru h 
out into a amp! bag where they ar quenched and diluted. Then they were analyzed 
for chemical compo ition or aero ol propertie . 
. orri -Jon t al. 31 u ed a direct ampling method to tudy the formation 
of particulate in the c linder of a direct injection die el engine in combination with 
a high peed combu tion photography technique. The direction and location of a 
amplinu probe could b changed o that a comprehen i '·e map of in-cylinder par-
ticulat formation could be e tabli hed. The product of combu tion were arnpled 
through a ula fiber filt rand the particulate den ity in the cylinder wa determined 
by thermogravimetric analy i . Lida and ato [321 applied a direct ampling method 
ombined with a freezing technique to tudy particulate hape. tructure. and ize 
di tribution in the die el cylinder. ampled ga wa introduced to a freezing dilution 
mini-tunn 1 and cooled rapidly to the temperature of about 343 K with low temper-
ature air at 15:3 K. which had e\·aporated from liquid air. By the thermophore i· 
effect. the particulate in the dilut d aa were cauaht on a frozen -ampling me h. 
k pt at or b low 153 K. located down tream of the freezina dilution mini-tunnel. 
f h1 met hod wa expected to pre en-e the original chemical and phy·ical propertie 
of the particulate · in the combu tion chamber. 
!though the direct ampling technique provide u eful information. they ha,·e 
everal d feet uch a di turbina the flow field when ·amplina probe are u ed. 
diffi ult1e in mea uring the oot concentration near the pi ton urface except at 
around top dead c nter. and ai,·ing poor time re olution due to a rather long rnlve 
op nmg duration. o lim.inate the e problem . re earcher have applied optical 
m thod to inv tigate in-cylinder oot characteri tic . The Two-Color .\Iethod wa 
u ed by .\lat ui t al. 33. 34 and Yan et al. '3 . . The method determine the flame 
temperature and th emi ivity of the lurninou flame by mea urina radiation emitted 
by oot parti l at two wavelength . The oot concentration in the cylinder can be 
xpre ed a a function of the KL factor, where K i the ab orption coefficient and L 
i th flame thickn along the optical path. K and L can be determined from the 
xperiment . The oot concentration in the combu tion chamber can be converted 
into a concentration und r atmo pheric condition . Other optical method uch a 
xtinction and cat t ring were u ed by \.Ver borg and Hayne 3 , 37, 3 . 
2.2.2 M a urem nt of particulate matt r 
. ccordina to the pecification in the Code of Federal Regulation , the par-
ticulate matter hould be mea ured with a full- cale EPA- pecified ystem 3 . A 
·chematic diagram of thi y tern i hown in Figure 2.2. Thi y tern i called a po -
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irin• di -plac ment pump-con tant ,·olume ·ampler ( PDP-C'\" ). PDP-C'\. · ~-- tem ­
maintarn con tant ma flo,1; throuuh the mea urement y · tem e\·en when the enuine 
"<hau t flow rate and temp rature chanue. They do thi by u inu a heat exchanuer to 
mamtam a con tant temperature and pre ure hrouuh a po itive di placement pump. 
Th total olume flow i mea ·ured by countinu the pump revolution . Proportional 
ampling i achieved by amplinu at a con tant fl.ow rate. The po itive di placement 
pump. located at the exit of the y tern. draw ambien air through a filter into a 
dilution tunnel where it mixe with the exhau t of the engine beinu te ted. ince the 
ntir exhau t flow of the enuine i introduced into the tunnel. the tunnel i termed 
a ··full-flow'' dilution tunnel. 
The objective of a C · to draw a con tant ma fl.ow rate of diluted 
xhau t throuuh the dilution tunnel. The con tant ma fl.ow rate can be achie,·ed 
by th heat exchanger up tream oft he po i tive di placement pump becau e the tem-
p ratur and volume fl.ow rate down tream of the heat exchanuer are con tant. By 
the con ervation of ma . if the ma flow rate down tream of the heat exchanuer i 
con tant. the ma flow rate up tream of the heat xchanuer hould al o be con tant 
en thouuh the volume flow rate there i not con tant. 
The purpo e of he dilution tunnel mea urement i to imulate the atmo pheric 
dilution proce which occur when exhau t from an engine leave a tack and mixe 
with th urrounding air. . he exhau t ua mixe with the atmo phere and cool . 
ome of the unburned hydrocarbon will ad orb and conden e onto the urface of 
the particulate. The otal ma of ad orbed and conden ed hydrocarbon i the 
oluble organic fraction ( 0 F) of the particulate . The dilution tunnel i intended 
to collect and mea ure an par iculate material. ei her olid or liquid. which would 
l 
bt pr nt followinu uch a dilution proc nv material collected on a filter under 
thP condition t defined a "particulate.'· 'ometime a econdary dilution tunn l 1 
u cl to achi Ye th corr ct temperature reduction and increa ·e the lenuth of mixina 
pro 
Th part iculat am pl i collected by pa ina a portion of the diluted exhau t 
through a filter. Th be t filter have been d termined through experience to be 
T flon-coat d fib rgla -10. 41 . Th flow rate of diluted exhau t pa ina throuah 
th filter mu t be a con tant ma fra tion of the total diluted exhau t flow rate ·o 
that th amount and type of particulate milted by the enaine during the te t will be 
accurat ly r pre ented on th filter. The particulate ample mu t be tak n up trearn 
of the heat exchanger otherwi e a larae amount of th particulate matter would be 
lo t on the urfa e of the heat exchanger and th hydrocarbon would be conden ed 
and d po ited b fore ufficiently mixed with atmo pheric air. 
It i cl ar that a PDP- '\' y tern i very expen ive. They can not alway be 
built in a aiven engine laboratory becau e of it need , ize. and budget. Hence, 
re archer ha e often implified the EP dilution tunnel and developed their own 
dilution tunnel y t m for th ir purpo e 
Harrington and Yet er built a particulate rnea urement y tern uitable for teady-
tat te t on mall ingle cylind r engine _.5 J. fraction of the enaine exhau t wa 
admitt d to a dilution mini-tube. The ube flow rate could be held con tant for 
a fi\'e minute teady- tate te t. The experimental re ult howed that the dilution 
mini-tub d i n could provide particulat ma mea urement that agree to within 
103 of tho e made with a full-flow dilution tunnel. Thu . thi implified dilution 
tunnel d ign meet the need of it de igner for much le money and pace than 
1 
a rompl tP full -flow EP. -type . y tern . Cornett1 et al. I u, ed a ... imilar dilution 
mini -tunn I for te -t of th European 13-mode cycle. Their repeatability te re ult · 
how d that an averag coefficient of rnriation ( the tandard de\·iation di\·id d by 
th m an ) wa equal to or le than fi\·e percent. C'omparina both the mini-tunnel 
y tern and th EP y tem n a mode to mode ba i . there were no ianificant 
cliff r nee for total particulate and volatile . However, thee dilution mini-tunnel 
tem were not ad quate for tran ient te t bee au e the y tern could not maintain 
a on tant amplina fraction from the engine exhau t. 
uzuki t al. et up a dilution mini-tunnel for particulate mea urement 
durina tran ient op rating cycle . ...\ fraction of the total exhau t aa wa drawn into 
th tunnel by an air j ctor. The y t rn wa capable of drawina a roughly con tant 
fraction of th total exhau t into the tunnel. Thu , tran ient te t could be performed 
with thi y t m. tati tical analy i ha hown that the mini-tunnel mea urement 
w re direct! proportional to the full -flow tunnel mea urement with a correlation 
co ffici nt of 0. . Th particulate matter mea ured in the mini- tunnel wa about 
10 °7c low r than that mea ured in the full-flow tunnel. The sy tern retained many 
of th f ature of th EP y tern but with maller ize and lower co t. Hirakouchi 
et al. 42 ] developed a multi-tube type of dilution mini-tunnel to mea ure exhau t 
emi ion for both t ady- t ate and tran ient mode operating con di ti on . The ize of 
their mini-tunnel wa reduced to approximately 203 of the full-flow dilution tunnel. 
The correlation coefficient for particulate mea urement from the two tunnel wa 
r ater than . 7. 
The dilution tunnel built in the I l enaine laboratory i a full-flow dilution tun-
n 1. he tunnel wa originally de igned to inve tigate the effect of alcohol fumigation 
20 
on <lie el enuin em1 -10n . The pr ent re arch wa to u et he tunnel to m a ure the 
particulate matter from both -teady- tate and tran ient te t . The nominal dilution 
ratio wa k pt the -ame for both te -t at the ame operatinu condition becau e the 
dilution air flow rate wa con tant. he particulate amplinu flow rate wa al o con-
t ant. 'ince th obj cti ,. for both ca wa not to try to determine whet her or not 
the engine met the EPA emi ion tandard . an EPA-type r tern wa not e ential. 
In addition, th d iun of the tunnel wa ureatly con rained by factor of co t and 
pac . The detail · oft he de ign appear in 'ection ·L2. 
2.3 fodeling Particulat Emi 10n 
. · di cu eel m ection 2.1.3, the proce e leading to the net production of 
die el part iculat include nucleation, urface crrowth. and agcrlomeration. which take 
place in the engine cylinder. and ad orption and conden ation of hydrocarbon in the 
dilution tunnel. The oxidation of oot can occur imultaneou ly with the fir t three 
proce e . !though re earcher have developed numerou mathematical model to 
predict particulate erni ion, th mechani m of particulate production are till far 
from beincr under tood. 
Thi ct ion pr ent : ( 1) the model which imulate the proce es of oot forma-
tion and oot oxidation; (2) the model which predict transient particulate erni ion; 
and ( 3) the model which predict engine performance parameter . 
2.3.1 I d ling t ad particulate m1 10n 
Khan and Greeve modeled the overall oot production proce , including the 
formation and oxidation of oot precur or , nucleation, and heterogeneou particle 
21 
11rowth. by an . rrh mu xponential expre ion 43. -14. Followma formation. the 
part id . \\' re a ·umed to underao oaaula ion or aaalomeration in accordance with 
the \\ hytlaw- 'ray equation .f.5'. The urface oxidation proce alone could be ex-
pr<- ed accordina to alobal kin tic equation :43. 44. -16 . . 
.\I hta t al. 47, dev lop d a ophi ticat cl comput r model. which imulated 
both oot formation and ·oot oxidation pro 
ex.hau ·t oot emi ion from direct injection engrne . 
predicting in-cylinder and 
The author u ed a two-
dimen ional. multi-zone. ph nomenoloaical pray mixing combu tion mod l to predict 
flame t mperature equi,·alence ratio. and engine cylinder pre ure. The equival nee 
ratio here i cl fined a the ratio of the actual fuel-to-air ratio to the toichiom tric 
fuel-to-air ratio. Compared with the experimental mea urement which came from 
thr e ourc at variou enaine cl ign and operatina condition . the model predicted 
th in-cylinder and exhau t oot con cent ration rea onably well. The effect of injec-
tion timing fu lina rate. and wirl ratio on the oo emi ion were al o inve tigated 
by th mod I. 
The e model predict the oot emi ion without runnina the enaine and can be 
u d to inve tigate the effect of ngine de ign parameter and fuel and oil propertie 
on the particulate emi ion for teady- tate conditions. However, the e model are 
o comple that the' can not be u ed to predict th particulate emi ion during 
t ran ient cycle . They would require exce ive computer time if applied o er large 
numb r of engine c cle event . 
2.3.2 I d ling tran ·i nt parti ula t n11 t n 
'allahan et al. -!1 ha\· cl velope<l an mpirically-ba d mod I which can predict 
particulat and era · ou m1 ion durincr tran ient cycle . The model can be broken 
up into two component . The fir t component con i t of the a\·eracre effect. the 
mi ion I v I due to an averacre peed and torque. The econd component reflect 
d \' iation · from the average eff ct due to th rate of peed and torque chancre . The 
mod I wa develop din uch a way that the emi ion le,·el predict d by the model for 
a tran i nt gm nt re ult from the combination of two term . The fir t component 
1 ba d on the averag and the cond effect contain rate of chancre information. 
regre ion analy i wa performed to determin the effect of chancre in peed 
and torque and th rate of chancre of peed and torque on th emi ion , which were 
ampl d fo r di er t egment of 27 tran i nt cycle . For each tran ient cycle. there 
w re four di tinct gment . The fir t egment wa a tran ient portion in which 
torque and p ed vari d. Then. the torque and the peed were held con tant in the 
cond egm nt. The third crment wa another tran ient, followed by the fourth 
·egment, a t ady- tate egment. he coefficient of determination for the prediction 
of mi ion valu by the model were 0. 611 for SOx. 0.9152 for H C. 0.90 1 for CO, 
and 0. 0 0 for particulate . 
allahan and co-worker -!9 1 continued their re earch and developed another 
,. r ion of th model. The cliff rence from the previou work were a follow . Fir t 
of all the te t matrix wa modified o that it repre ented 120 individual di crete 
m nt of tran ient cycle econd. the effect of the independent variable were 
b tt r defined and normalized. Third, the relative error between the reference work 
and the actual work from th encrine wa con idered which re ulted in a total of 15 
in<lt>p nd nt \·ariable . \\"ith then w model. the coefficient· of d termination w re 
changed into 0. .) for XO.r. 0. 4 for HC. 0. _ I for CO. and o.c 12:3 for particu-
lat h capability of predictinu particulate matter by the model wa con iderably 
impro,· d . 
. b al. .50 inve tigated the particulate emi ion from two die el powered 
pa · ng r car by calculation and experiment. The e timation of the particulate 
rm ·10n wa ba ed on th a umption that the exhau t ua particulate concentra-
tion i d termin d by the nuine peed and th vehicle traction force. The exhau t 
particulat concentration wa expre ed a a function of the enuine peed and trac-
tion force. whic~ wa developed from teady- tate te t . There were three weightinu 
factor applied to three zone of the engin load: load below 20%. load between 
20°1r and 1.:0%, and load gr ater than oo;;: of the rat d load. The objective wa to 
apply particulate emi ion characteri tic obtained during teady enuine operation to 
tran i nt n in op ration. Th total particulate matter emi ion in a ui,·en di tance 
of a driving patt rn wa e timated relatively well by the model althouuh no tati tical 
information wa provided. 
Th effect of engine load on the particulate emi ion ha been con idered for the 
mod l mentioned above. How ver. th load i not a u eful a the equivalence ratio 
for predicting the particulate emi ion. The key i that there exi t a turbocharger 
"la " when the rack po i ion of the enuine fuel pump quickly chanue to increa e 
th nuine torque. The inc re a e in fuel upply to the engine doe not re ult in an 
in tantaneou re pon e of he turbocharger, due to it inertia and the compre ib1lity 
f the e. hau t ga line from the engine. The air ma flow rate initially remain 
con t ant, re ult in in a rich fuel-air ra io. Too rich a mixture cau e poor combu ti on. 
:n 
high oot an<l HC emi . ion . an<l a -low increa e in enuine torque output. Hence. in 
om ca e th ngme ha th ame torqu output but different equi,·alence ratio . 
ft i appropriate to 1m·e tiuate th effect of the enuine equivalence ratio rather than 
the nuin load on the particulate emi ion becau e the enuine load i too ambiuuou 
to b u <l in thi · ca . In \' i w of thi fact. the comput r model developed in thi 
tudy con ider the ffect of equivalence ratio and peed on particulate emi ion. 
2.3.3 Mo d ling n gm p rform a n e 
ince the in tantan ou equivalence ratio extremely difficult to mea ure ac-
urately under t ran i nt condition . re earcher ha,·e been workinu for decade to 
d v lop model to predict the tran ient re pon e of a turbocharued die el engine. 
h ex1 ting model can b cla ified a lin ar. qua i-linear. and non-linear model . 
The linear model are ba ed on either continuou control .51 or ampled-data 
concept .52 . But th mod 1 uenerally cannot rep re ent the true non-linearity of 
the engine . B n on et al. .53 developed a qua i-linear model which linked teady-
peed exp rim ntal data repre enting enuine thermodynamic and ua flow with dy-
nami model for them chanical component . The major di advantage of qua i-linear 
model i th ir heavy reliance on experimental data. \Vat on and Marzouk ·.54] de-
v lop d their non-linear mathematical model to predict the tran ient re pon e of a 
turbocharg d die el engine by u ing the qua i- -teady ·'filling and emptying'' concept. 
h model wa capable of continuou ly evaluating the dynamic interaction of engine 
component . Good agreement between predicted and mea ured engine performance 
wa obtain d . 
. lthough the non-linear model are capable of accurate performance prediction 
under both teady and tran.ient condition-. the computrnu time and co~t for runmnu 
th imulat1on ar iunificant. Di -el enume manufacturer -till prefer to u e qua-i-
lin ar mod 1 . ai and Goyal .).) u ed their improwd qua i-linear mod l for control 
analy 1 and de -iun. The improved model had the capability of predictinu engin 
Iran 1 nt re pon over a broad op rating rang . The nuine combu tion model wa 
ba ed on Borman 5 and :\IcAulay et al. [-51 . The ma rate of burninu wa obtained 
u ing a emi- mpirical equation. The p rformance of the compre or and the turbine 
w r d rived from t ady- tate performance chart . he turbocharuer dynami dealt 
with turbocharger p ed. accel ration. and deceleration. ri,·a tava' model .5 wa 
u cl to calculat th turbocharger ·peed at the next time tep. The engine load wa 
both peed and time-cl pendent. The uovernor dynamic were repre ented by a econd 
rder cliff r ntial equation ba ed on a ingle ma . ingle d gree of freedom y tern 
including centrifuual force . Finally. the fueling rate wa interpolated u inu the two-
dim n ional coordinat . the enuine peed and the rack po ition. T ai and Goyal 
compar d th ir qua i-linear model to a non-linear model and found uood agreement 
of the computational re ult . 
De pit the fact that th tran ient model have been reported in the literature, 
th re i a carcity of model that predict engine performance over the EP. tran ient 
cycle. It would b impractical to run mo t of the exi tinu model over a 1.200 econd 
cycl b cau e of exce ive computation time. During the development of the author' 
model, both implicity and accurac were empha ized. 
--------------------- ---"-
3. DEVEL P IE T OF THE E GI E M ODEL 
Thi chapter co,·er the development of the overall enaine model. The chapter i 
divided into ix ection . The fir t ection ai\'e an introduction to the enaine model. 
Mod l for the engine eneray and ma flow are pre ented in the ·econd ection. 
Th turbocharger model and the dynamic engine model are di cu sed in the third 
and fourth ection . The fifth ection how how particulate emi ion i calculated 
over a tran ient cyde. Finally, the ixth ection give a ummary of the model. 
3.1 Introduction 
3 .1.1 Ov rvi w of the e ngine model 
The purpo e of developing an engine model wa to predict particulate emis ion 
during tran i nt cycle . di cu ed in ection 1.1 and 2.3.3. the particulate emi -
ion primarily depend on the overall equivalence ratio and the enaine peed. The 
relation hip between the particulate emi ion and the overall equivalence ratio and 
p ed can bee tabli hed. The term overall equivalence ratio i defined a the equiv-
alence ratio ha ed on the fuel and air flow rates into the engine. Thu . to predict 
particulate emi ion. the model mu t have the capability of predicting in tantaneou 
overall equivalence ratio during a tran ient cycle. 
ince the o er all equivalence ratio i determined by the rate of actual fuel and 
·r _, 
air flow to th ngine. the mod l mu t ha\·e th ability o pr diet thee quanti-
tit>. The amount of fu l that enter the enaine combu tion chamber depend on 
th torque required for a t tmg ch dule ·uch a the EPA tran ·ient cycle. The 
turbocharger charact ri tic determine the amount of air enterina the engin . rnce 
it i th hot. pr uriz d exhau t ga that drive the turbocharger, th com bu ti on 
pro · aff ct th op rating ondition of the turbocharaer. Hence. it i e ential for 
the engin model to ha\•e a ub-mod 1 to imulate th engine com bu ti on proce e 
c mbin d with a ub-model for th turbocharaer characteri tic . In addition, in order 
to ·imulat t ran ient operation. the model mu t properly account for the engine and 
t urbochara r d namic . 
The ngine and turbocharg r to be imulated i ·hown in Fiaure 3.1. Th number 
of tation and th ymbol are defined a follow : 
1 = th compr or inl t. 
2 = th cornpre or outlet. 
3 = th turbin inl t. 
4 = the urbin outlet. 
C = th compre or. 
= th turbine, 
ma = th rate of air flow ntering he enaine, 
m f = the rat of fuel flow enterina the engine 
m out = th rat of the exhau t ga exit the enaine. which i equal o the um of 
m a and m/ if minor lo e ar neglected, 
P ha/ t = th power output from the engine haf and 
Q= the heat tran fer between the engrne and the urrounding . 
·) 
f I 
Ou+ 
c T 
ENGINE 
Q 
Figure 3.1 : chematic of encrine and t urbocharcrer 
3.1.2 trat f th nm md l 
Fiaur :3.:2 h w th flow chart of th en am mod l. It an h en hat th 
n11in mod 1 i compo <l of th turbocharaer p rformance map -. the -ub-mod l for 
th n m pro e . th dynanuc engrn model. the dynamic t urbocharaer model. 
and th particulat calculation . Th input to the overall enain mod I ar th 
EP .\. p cifi d t ran i nt cycle p ed and torque -ch dul and the ambient pr - ure 
and t mp ratur . h output fr m th model i the total particulat nu ion o\·er 
the tran i nt }cl h key a -- umption for th nain model 1 that there 1 no 
tim d lay for the ngine proc to r pond to th chanae in torque and pe d 
O\' r th tran i nt ncl. or thi r a on the model for the nam thermodynamic 
call d a qua i- t ady- tat mod I. B n on et al. ,53 and \ \ 'at on et al. 5-l al o 
u d a ua 1- teady- ·tate mod I t imulate tran i nt re pone of a turbo haraed 
di el ngine .. !though th model rely on exp rimental data. they ar capabl 
of continuou interaction with enain dynamic component and can provide re ult 
which agr e with m a ured ngm p rformance. In addition, computer time can be 
av d b_ u in th e m t hod 
Fi ure 3.2 al o dlu trat the initial rnlue for the overall ename mod l, he 
input and utput to and from ach individual model, and the loop for iteration 
ach indi,·idual mod l. It i not d that the initial value for the dynamic turbocharg r 
mod 1 wa O• which i th turbo haraer angular \·elocity when the enaine i run at 
th fir t data point p citied by th te ting chedule. For thi tudy, 0 wa de er-
min d from an , perimental mea urem nt. The following di cu ion of Figure 3.2 
d ribe the flow path of the model computation. 
To tart th en 'ne model, initial e timate for the air and fuel flow rate are a -
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umcd and input to th imulation. \\"it h the input - oft he at mo pheric pre - ure Pl. 
th ambi nt temperature T1. the a -um d air flow rate riia.c. and the turbocharuer 
peed ...:o. the compr or performance map uenerate the output of the boo t pre -
-ure P2 and temperature T2. The turbine p rformance map uenerate an output of 
th ngine back-pre - ur p3 with an a um d rnlue of the fuel flow rate in addition to 
th input for the compre or map. The output from the turbocharuer map enter 
th qua t- teady- tate nuine com bu ti on model. According to the EPA t ran ient 
cycle ·chedule, the in tantaneou engine pe cl .Y from the dynamic engine model i 
input to the enuine combu tion model a well. The qua i- teady- tate enuine com-
bu tion model then uive the output of the air flow rate ma and the torque Tb . .-\t 
thi tage. the a urned air flow rate ma .c i compared with the predicted air flow rate 
ma from the qua i- teady- tate engine combu tion model. If the difference between 
rna,c and ma doe not meet a pre cribed error criterion. a new ma.c i a urned by 
u ing a ecant met hod. The calculation i tarted over again. The iteration will top 
wh n the error criterion i ati fied. Thi iteration i called the fir t iteration for 
the air flow in the engine model. If the fir t iteration i pa t, the econd iteration 
follow to determine an accurate fuel flow rate. In the econd iteration. the enuine 
torque Tcyl calculated from the dynamic engine model i compared with the brake 
torque Tb predict d from the qua i- teady- tate engine combu tion model. ba ed on 
the a urned fuel flow rate m f. If the difference bet ween Tcyl and Tb i beyond the 
error limit , the econd iteration will be tarted, which i imilar to the fir t iteration 
for the air flow rate. It wa found in practical that the air flow rate wa not en itive 
to the change in fuel flow rate. Therefore, to reduce computation time. he fir t 
it ration i not redone when the econd iteration tar . However, to fini h either 
---------------------------
th fir tor th econd iteration. the qua 1- -teady- tate enuine model will b called a -
many time a needed to m et the pecified rror criteria ·et for the air flow rate and 
the torque. The final air and fu 1 flow rate . which come from the qua i- ·teady- tate 
ngine mod L are u ed to calculate the in tantaneou overall equ1Yalence ratio. o. 
The particulate emi ion i calculated with the pro,·ided rnlue · of the enuine 
qu1valence ratio and peed. C ing teady- tate te t . a function wa developed 
to cakulat the particulate emi ion with the independent ,·ariable of equivalence 
ratio and enuine ·peed. If the in tantaneou enuine peed and equivalence ratio are 
known, the function can be u d to calculate the in tantaneou particulate emi ion. 
The total particulate emi ion i then obtained by inteuration over the period of the 
tran ient cycle . 
ft r fini hing the two iteration , the pre ure and temperature at the four 
tation denoted by 1. 2, 3. and -1 are known .. 1 o the air and fuel flow rate have 
b en determined. Th new turbocharger peed ( t -r 1) can be determined by the 
dynamic turbocharger model. Cp to now, one time tep ha been completed. Then 
th time i advanced and the computer program continue The imulation will be 
rminated when th tran ient cycle chedule i over. 
The following are detailed di cu ion of the ub-model of the engine model. 
3.2 Mod 1 for the Engine Proce e 
enerally peaking the enume proce e are extremely complex and difficult 
to model. The proce e produce property variation in both pace and time. Re-
earcher u ually implify the proce e with rea onable a umption for their partic-
ular purpo e . Thi ection pre ent a model for the thermodynamic proce e in the 
enuine cdind r. a model for the intake and exhau ·t flow which relat to the thermo-
dynamic proce . and a model for calculating the enuine friction to which part of 
the work uenerated during the thermodynamic proce e uoe . The mo t important 
paramet r output from the model for thi ·tudy i the engine O\'erall equi\·alence 
ratio. which 1 on of the ind pendent variable to determine the particulate emi -
·ion from th enuine. . ingle-zone thermodynamic model wa u ed to imulate the 
in-cylmder proce The entire ma in the cylind r wa characterized by a ·inule 
t mp ratur . pre ure. den ity. and equival nee ratio. For th purpo e of predictinu 
the quivalence ratio. it i not required to have a ophi ·ticated multi-zone model. 
which r quire larue amount of computer time .. lthouuh the ingle-zone model i 
imple, it can accurately predict engine performance parameter 
3.2.1 M d 1 f r t h rm d y nami proc m t he linder 
ingl -zone model uch a that pro po ed by Krieger and Borman '5 have been 
widely u ed for tudyinu die el combu tion proce e . They are ba ed with empirical 
relation to quantify the individual proce e that occur in an engine. Ba ed on Van 
; rp n' report 60 , thi ection pre ent the uoverning equation for a inule-zone 
mod 1 for the die el engine thermodynamic proce e . 
Th equation are developed from the control volume illu trated chematically in 
Figure 3.3. The model con icier the four proce e of the four troke cycle including 
exhau t intake, compre ion, and expan ion. The calculation beuins at the time 
when the xhau t valve i opened. To fini h a complete cycle. the time advance by 
an amount corre ponding to 720° of crank haft rotation. In mo t analy e involving 
ngine pro e e it i convenient to u e crank angle a the independent variable in 
I ~ 
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Fiuure 3.3: Control volume for enuine analy i 
place of time, althouuh they are related throuah the engine peed . .\o blow-by lo e 
are con idered in the pre ent analy i . 
. ·ealectinu kinetic and potential enera) effect . the rate form of the fir t law of 
thermodynamic with re pect to the change in crank anule can be written a 
( 3.1 ) 
where 
C = the total internal eneray of the ma contained within the control ,·olume. 
Q1 = the net rate of heat tran fer into the control volume. 
H / th rat that work 1 <lone by th ga mixture in the control ,·olume on the 
p1 ton. 
mj = th fu l injection rate rnto th combu tion chamber. 
h 1 = th p cific enthalpy on a ma - ba i of the fuel. 
m~n th flow ra · of the aa · enterina the control volume through th intake 
valv , 
m 1 - th flow rat out of the ga exiting from the control ,·olume through the 
xhau t valve. 
hin = th pecific nthalpy of th inlet aa . 
h0 ut the pecific enthalpy of the outlet aa and 
f1 = t he crank angle. 
C can b xpre ed a mu, where m i the total amount of ma in th control 
\•olume and u i the pecific internal eneray of the ma . Thu , the term efJi can be 
writt n a 
dC (du) / 
df) = m dB _._ um ( 3.2) 
. ma balance on the cylinder yield the following equation. 
( 3.3) 
wh rem i the total ma contained in the cylinder . 
• 1 o, the work term lV1 can be expre ed a the product of the pre ure p and 
th differential rate of change in cylinder volume pdji. Here, ~ i only a function 
of the geom tr of th cylinder. the crank, and the connecting rod mechani rn 61 . 
Henc . Eq. 3.1 become 
I I ( d\.) 
um = Q - p d() ( 3.4) 
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Thi quation can b oh·ed to obtain the pre ·ur . temperat ure. and equiYalence 
ratio in th cylinder at all tim · durin~ the cyde. Thi allow - the enaine power and 
effici ncy to b d termined. B rau e thi equation ha- many unknown . additional 
quation are required before it can be olved . 
Th wid ly u d . nnand correlation 2 wa - employed with appropriat wall 
temperature to calculate the heat tran fer rat . The . nnand heat tran fer correla-
ti on wa incorporated in the form 
Q' ( 1 ) [ k 0 7 4 -! l A = .Y 0 A B ( R e) · ( T - Tw) - b( T - T ii• ) ( 3 .. 5) 
wh r 
.-1 = urfac ar a of heat tran fer, 
B = cylind r bor , 
k= t hermal conductivity of the cylinder ga , 
T = bulk cylind r temperature, 
Tw = cylinder wall temperature , 
b= 3.267 10 - 3 lr att 2 R' m -
.V = ngine peed, rpm, and 
Re= Reynold number ba ed on the cylinder diameter. 
The urfac area for heat tran fer wa divided into three region , and each reaion 
wa a ign d a characteri tic temperature. The three region were the head urface, 
th p1 ton urface and the cylinder leeve. The head and pi ton urface area are 
con t ant, but the le v area depend on the pi ton po i tion. 
The tate of the ga in the control volume i dependent on the pre ure p. tem-
perature T, and equivalence ratio <P . The thermodynamic propertie , uch a the 
a con tant R and the pecific internal energy u are fixed by p. T, and ¢ . Thus, 
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differ ntiating Rand u with r ~ p ct to crank anul yield 
du nu dp nu ,/T 011 do -------- ( 3. ) Jf} op dB uT dB oo dB 
and 
dR fJR dp fJR dT oR do ---- --- (:3.i) dB Dp dfJ T dfJ oo dB 
Th partial derivative of Rand 11 with re pect top, T. and o are thermodynamic 
prop rtie and can b calculated at th in tantaneou tate. 
not her indep ndent relation i provided by differentiatinu the ideal ga· equation 
a folio,\· 
d1. .dp dT dR dm 
p- - 1 - = mR- ..... mT- +RT-
dB dB dB dB dB 
( 3. ) 
The quivalence ratio in the cylinder chanue becau e of the addition of air 
from the intake manifold, fuel from the fuel injector. and back-flow from the exhau t 
manifold. Th d ri,·ati,·e of the equivalence ratio can be expre ed a ,63 
wh r 
d<t> 
dB 
1 4- f ¢ 
m ( ') I CD In - O I 0 OU t - 0 m f min - mout -r--1 ...,... f <Z>zn 1 ..,.. f <Pout f 
f = th toichiometric fuel to air ratio on a mas ba i , 
<Pin = the inlet ga equivalence ratio, and 
<Pout=the outlet ua equival nee ratio. 
( 3. ) 
f wa found by olving a toichiometric reaction equation. The toichiometric 
r action i defined uch that the only com bu ti on product are carbon dioxide, water. 
and nitrogen. The fuel u ed for hi tudy wa C13.7 H24.26 64 . The reaction i 
repre ented by the chemical reaction: 
( 3.10) 
3 
olving q 3.10 yi Id f. = 0.0 ! 40. 
'fh mod la -um that fuel burn in -tantaneou ly to equilibrium combu tion 
produ a oon a it nt r the cylinder. Thi mean that the fuel injection rate. m'r 
r ally orre pond to an apparent fuel ma burnincr rate. hi a umption ha be n 
u cl by Kri g r and Borman ; and \ ·an ; rpen and hapiro 60 . \Vat on et al. 
,5 d v lop cl a function for th appar nt ma burning rate ba ed on experimental 
data. hi fun tion wa moclifi cl liuhtly and u fi\·e con tant . C1 throucrh C'5 
wh re 
m f = th total fuel inject d over a cycl , 
P R(B) = th pr mixed portion of the burnincr rate, and 
DI ( 0)= h diffu ion portion oft h burnincr rate. 
PR( 0) i d fined a 
and DI (B) i xpre eel a 
H r . y 1 defined a 
c [ - . 076y(C',5+ l)l l)y 5 exp 
y = 
- C'2 
C'3 
(3.11 ) 
(3.12 ) 
( 3.13) 
(3.14 ) 
Th alue of the five con tant determine the particular characteri tic of the 
ma burnin rate function a follow . The value of the parameter u ed in the 
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mo<l I are hown in parent h ·e -. 
Ci th fraction of fuel burn cl in premixed portion (0.20 ). 
C'2 - th param r for p cifyinu -tart of combu -tion ( il.5 ° ). 
C'3 - the param r for pecifyinu duration of combu tion (.5.5" ). 
C.i -= th hap param ter for premixed burning ( 0.35 ). and 
C.- = the hap param ter for diffu ion burninu ( 1.0 ) . 
. ft er manipulating the governinu equation . ix ordinary differential quation 
\ er d veloped. h quation involve fuel burning rate. ylinder ma . the rate of 
h at tran fer. and th rate of the chanue in equivalence ratio. cylinder pre ure. 
and cylind r temp rature. he e equation are pre ented in . ppendix .. 
ollowing the a urnption that th content of the enuine cylinder are at equi-
librium at all time . the ua prop rtie u ed in the model were determin d from a 
ver ion of th FORTR ubroutine PER developed by Olikara and Borman 67 . 
How er. in a time tudy of the die el imulation it wa determined that the 1mu-
lation prouram wa pendinu about 0°1c of it time calculatinu the propertie 60 . 
herefor • th program wa modified to reduce the amount of time pent in prop-
rty ,·aluation. . new property routine , PEREZ. wa developed that a ume the 
combu tion product con i t of oxyuen, nitrouen. carbon dioxide, and water vapor 
und r l an condition and oxygen nitrouen. carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen und r rich condition 
The differential equation of the model were integrated by u mu the ubrou-
tin L ODE. L ODE u e a ver efficient implicit numerical procedure '6 . Th 
combined program wa run on a DE 3100 work- tation. 
he input for the thermodynamic model are intake manifold temperature T2 , 
-!O 
intake manifold pre ure P2· exhau-t manifold pre -ure p3. engine peed.\". and a -
um cl fu 1 flow rat m J· The output from th model are air flow rate. equi,·alence 
ratio. th indicated work W1 uen rated durmu the compr ion and expan -ion pro-
ce . and the pumping work n·p required for accompli hinu th exhau t and intake 
pro 
3.2.2 M od l for t he intak a nd x hau t flow 
The model for the intake and xhau t flow a ume that the ma lea,·inu a 
tern ha the ame propert1e a the ·y tern. For example, the ma leavinu the 
cylinder ha the am propertie a the ma in the cylinder. Thi a umption im-
plie that th content of th y tern are alway perfectly mixed. According to thi 
a umption, th ma leaving the intake manifold enterinu the cylinder ha the prop-
rtie of air. But if there i back-flow from the exhau t manifold to the cylinder. the 
quivalence ratio of the mixture entering the cylinder i a urned to be that ba ed 
on th total fuel and air flow rate into the engine. which i the exhau t equivalence 
ratio. 
It i po ible that a back flow in the y tern can occur durinu either the intake 
of xhau t proce e . Th back-flow i checked by comparinu the pre ure difference 
aero the valve . If the pre ure in the intake manifold i le than that in the 
cylinder, the ga in the cylinder flow back into the intake manifold. If the pre ure 
in th xhau t manifold i areater than that in the cylinder the aa in the exhau t 
manifold return to the cylinder. Both of the e ca e are con idered to be back-flow . 
The intake and xhau t valve flow area were tabulated according to data from 
th engrn manufacturer. There were 2 and 32 data point for the intake and 
-! 1 
PXhau t vah'e flow area . re p cti\·elv .. cubic ~ pline wa - fit to the ·e data to allow 
int("rpolation b tween tabulat cl rnlue 69. iO. 
ft r <let rmininu the ga flow direction and the flow area. the rate oft he ma 
flow nt ring or lea,·ing th cylind r can be calculated. If the flow i choked. the 
flo\\. rate dep nd only on th up tream condition . Otherwi e. th flow rate depend 
on b th th up tream and down tream condition . A ubroutine wa developed to 
calculate the temperature. velocity. and :\Iach number of the exit flow by a uminu 
con tant p cific heat and an i ntropic proce . The input to the ubroutine are the 
t mp rature, pre ure. and quivalence ratio of the enterinu flow and the pre ure of 
th xit fl.ow. Th ubroutine al o determine the temperature. pre ure. and ,·elocity 
at th ct ion wh r the :\J ach number i 1.0. . di charge coefficient for the fl.ow wa 
a um cl to b a con tant of 0.7. Thu . the actual flow rat i the product of the 
di charge coeffici nt and the i entropic fl.ow. The output from the ubroutine are 
the intake flow rate m 1 and m1 t which enter the enuine thermodynamic model a 
ln Oll 
di cu ed in ection :3.2.1. 
3.2.3 Eng in fri tion mod 
The engin friction model wa developed to predict the friction of the power 
enerated from the combu tion which i not available at he engine output haft. 
di cu ed in ct ion 3.2.1. the engine indicated work n·z and pumpinu work n·p could 
b determined from the enuine thermodynamic model for the given input . The um 
of the work don by the ga on the pi ton during the compre ion and expan ion 
cycle. \r1 and the work done during the intake and exhau t cycle, n·p mu t be equal 
-----------------------
-!2 
to the -um of the brake work. n·b and the \\·ork to o\·ercome friction. lrf. 
( 3.1)) 
En°'ine brake work output Trb can be calculated with Eq. :3.15 if the friction 
work ~rf during th proce e i known. 
he engine brake. or out put. torque can be calculated u ing the equation Trb = 
Tb (·br). Tb i the torqu required to obtain the engine haft torque T hft which i 
pecified by a te t chedul . If the engine i run at a teady- tate condition. Tb i 
equal to T hft· If there i a p ed tran ition. either acceleration or deceleration. Tb 
i eith r larger than T hft of le than T hf t· The rea on for thi i explained in 
ection 3.4. 
\ 'an G rp n 60 u ed an empirical equation for calculating the friction mean 
eff ctive pre ur F JI E P. which i defined a 
Tr 
FJI EP = \ : 
where id i the cylinder di placement volume. 
The empirical equation for F JI E P wa found to be 
where 
F JIEP=friction mean effective pre ure, Pa, 
r p=m an pi ton peed, m ec. and 
co, q and c2=coefficient from experiment. 
(3.16) 
(3.li) 
co q and c2 were cho en to be .93 36 x 104 , 0.10614, and 1.16501x10-6 . 
The F JI E P calculation with Eq. 3.li were validated by experimental re ult and 
the difference were within 43 of the experimental value of F JI EP. 
lf the cakulat d F .\[ E P 1 known. th rnlue of Jr/ can be d t rmined from 
q. :L 16. H n . II b in Eq :J. l."" can b calculated. The input - for the mod I are 
narn p ed. nuin bor and troke. Th output from the model i the fnct1on 
mean ff cti,·e pre ure. 
3.3 Turb harg r M d I 
rnc th ngrn wa turbocharued. it wa · ary to ha,·e a turbocharaer 
mod I to predi t th p rformanc characten tic of the turbocharger. uch a flow 
rat . pr ur ratio, angular v locit). and effici ncy. Thi · ection i dinded into two 
part . The fir t part pre ent th compr or and turbine performance map and the 
cond part cover th dynamic turbocharu r model. 
3.3.1 Turb harg r p rf rmanc map 
- di -cu d lat r tn ction :- .l a ene of teady- tate te t were conducted 
to d termrn the turbocharaer characteri tic . Thi ection how how turbocharaer 
performan e map were generated from the te t . 
3.3.1.1 C mpre or p rf rmanc map Durinu the teady- tate engme 
t -t , air flow rate, turbocharger peed. and temperature and pre ure at com-
pre or in! t and outlet were mea ured. The data were arouped into four vanable , 
mm \ Ti Tr ef E.2. 
corr ct d ma flow rate , pre ure ratio Pl , corrected compre or 
Pl Pref 
p d Ste , and efficiency 'le· which will be di cu ed in ect1on .5 .. 5. Ste 
\ T1 Tr J 
d n t th turbocharger peed. Ti 1 the comp re or mlet temperature. Pl and P2 
ar the C'omprc or inle an<l outlet pre -·ur -. Th reference temperatur Tr f and 
pre ure Pref wer cho en to b 21 K and 1 bar . Calculation for the \·ariable 
wer traiaht -forward except for 'le· The effici ncy of a compre or can be defin d 
a th work required for i ntropic compre ion di,·ided by the actual work r quired 
to achi e th am pre ·ur ratio. T]c i calculat d from the following equation by 
a ·umma con tant pecific heat . 
( 3.1 ) 
( ~·1 ) - 1 
T/C = -~-=y.=-.) ---
Ti - 1 
- 1 
wh r 
- the ratio of on tant pre ure -pecific heat to con tant volume ·pecific heat. 
T2 = th compre or outlet temperature. 
di cu ed later in ection .5.5, the ma flow rate and comp re or peed were 
- l cted a ind pendent variabl and the other parameter became dependent vari -
able ·. In oth r word , the pre ure ratio i a function of the ma flow rate and the 
turbocharger p ed and o i the efficiency. The rea on for thi i a follows. The 
ma flow rate i the variable which mu t match the rate aiven by the enaine thermo-
d namic mod 1. If it wa cho en a an independent variable. computer time could be 
reduced. 'hoo ina the turbocharger peed a an independent variable wa nece ary 
b cau it i an initial value input to the model. 
Figure 3A how the compre or performance map aenerated by the Research 
Di VI ion of arrett . utomotive. It i believed that the turbocharaer wa te ted on a 
t t tand becau e the turbocharger on th en!rine u ed for thi tudy only operated 
over a v ry limit d region of the performance map given in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 
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how the operatma ranae of the compre or u ·ed for th1 ·tud\·. If the data in 
Figure :t) were plotted on Fiaure :3.-L they would only be ·hown in the lower left 
corn r To ,·enfy if the experimental data match the data -hown on fiaure :3.-L a 
rte of te t were performed by keepina he corrected compre or peed rnn tant at 
i".50 and 1.150 ret· ec. Thee data are hown on the Fiaure 3.-L It can be ·een that 
the exp rimental data agreed fairly well with tho e aiven by the manufacturer. mce 
the p rformance map aiven by the manufacturer had a wider ranae. it wa u ed for 
th tudy but the map wa extended further toward the lower left corner by addina 
the xp rim ntal data. 
Another ob ervation from the experiment wa that the corrected compre -or 
peed did not exceed L-100 rei• ec for all the te t performed. Thu . the manufac-
tur r' data were chopped off b yond 1.-100 rei· ec. The data from Fiaure :3.-l were 
manually extracted and combined with the experimental data. Thee data were then 
fitt cl to thr dimen ional ·urface by u ina the L\I 'L -ubroutine rRF 11. The 
purp e of u ina CRF wa to aenerate a fine me hand improve the accuracy of the 
compr or performance map. l-RF initially need the input of three dimen -1onal 
data. Then. the ubroutine can be u ed to predict the hird value ba ed on input 
of the other two known value -. For e. ample. if the corrected ma flow rate and 
·p ed input are the independent variable . then the pre ure ratio or efficiency can 
be predict d. By ettina the corrected compre or peed at 12 different value . 12 
·et · of data w re aenerated and fitted to 12 econd order polynomial to calculate 
th pre ure ratio. The pre ure ratio can be calculated u ing Eq. :3.1 a- follow . 
{ 3.1 
wh re 
Table 3.1: Polvnomial coefficient for compr --or pre ·ure ratio and effici ncy 
C orr cted P2 Pl 'le 
peed ao a 1 
rp · 1 ( 1-·g ec) 1 
400.0 1.032.5 -0.103 
-150.0 -0.:3 -!.'" 1.2722 
500.0 -0.43 1 1.2240 0.2 17 
5.50.0 -0.-!174 1.7113 0.3333 
.50.0 1.07 0.3 22 -2.0725 OAl I 
1.so.o 1.2.571 2Al 7.5 0.45 3 
00.0 1.3 11 .33.53 0.-l .50 
.so .o 1.43 /. 73 OA 33 
1000.0 1.-13 4 4. 57 OA 1.5 
1100 .o I i.3153 0.601 -2.2.513 o .. 5000 
1150.0 1.474 0.01 . 1 o .. s 161 
1400.0 1.4717 6. 002 0.:-2.so 
mc,cor ~ th corrected compre or ma flow rate, kg ec, and 
ao, a1. and a2 = th polynomial con tant Ii ted in Table 3.1. 
h co fficient of th polynomial are li ted in Table 3.1 and the curve are 
hown in Fiaur 3. . The 12 corrected peed were, from the bottom to the top 
of th fiaur , 400, 450, .500, 550, 6.50, 7.50, 00, .50 1000, 1100. 11.50, and 1400 
reir ec. If th peed wa between the e p ed , an interpolation technique wa u ed 
to alculate th pre ure ra io. 
It can be en that the hape of the top curve in Fiaure 3.6 i different from 
tho of the other . The rea on for thi i that the data for the top curve wa 
. clu i ely extracted from Figure 3.-!, while the data for the other curve were the 
ombination from Figure 3.4 and Fiuure 3.5. The compre or efficiency wa found 
to b ind pendent of the corrected comp re or ma flow rate and only varied with 
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0 25 
00 
change in th correct d compre - or p ed a - -hown in Table 3.1. 
\t low pre ure ratio. th exit temp rature mea -urement on the turbochar~er 
\·ery difficult becau th t mperature chanue aero the comp re~ or i o ·mall. 
0 ca ionally, them a ured data can uiye impo ible efficiencie . To amid thi . it wa 
a um d that the minimum compre or efficiency i 0.1 . Con iderinu the capacity 
and th urge limit of th compre or. the maximum and the minimum corr cted 
ma flow rat w r cl t rmined to be 0.20 f..·g ec and 0.01 J..·g ec by referrrnu to 
Figure 3.4. Th limit were u ed in th prouram to in ure that when the -ecant 
m thod wa u d toe timat new ,·alue of the air flow rate from one iteration to the 
n xt th timat d valu were not out ide th fl.ow ranue of th compre or. 
Th input for the compre or model were the at mo pheric temperature T1. 
th at mo ph ric pre ure Pl. the air fl.ow rat min. and th turbocharger anuular 
v locity v.J which wa calculated from the dynamic turbocharuer model di cu ed in 
ction :3.3.2. h output from the compre or model were the boo t pre ure P2 
and the efficiency 1Jc· The air flow rate min, u ed for the e calculation . wa an 
a um d ,·alu . . ft er the boo t pre ure P2 wa determined from the com pre or 
mod l. it wa input to he engine thermodynamic model which al o gave an e timate 
of th air flow rate. Then the two air fl.ow rate were compared. If the difference did 
not ati fy an error criterion, another air flow rate input to the compre or model 
wa a um d. \Yith the new P2 output from the compre or model a new air fl.ow 
rate from the engine model wa determined. The iteration would continue until the 
accurac criterion on the air fl.ow rat wa met. The comp re or efficiency T/c wa 
th n u ed to calculate the boo t temperature T2 with Eq. 3.1 . 
.) 1 
3.3.1.2 Turbin p rf rma n m a p The t urbrne performance map wa 
u n rat d u mg the -a me t chniqu a that employed for -e t ti na up the comp re - or 
ri1out \ T3 Tr e J 
p rformanc map. Th four parameter wer corrected ma flow rate ---'-----
P3 Pref 
pre ure ratio ~ . corr cted turbin peed -'"tc , and efficiency 'lt· T3 i the 
\ T3 Tref 
turbine inlet temperature. p3 and p4 are the compre or inlet and outlet pre -ure . 
h d finition of the turbin fficiency i th ratio of the actual work output to the 
work which could b obtain d from an i entropic expan ion between the ame inlet 
and out! t pre ure of th turbin . The equation u d to calculate T/t i a follow . 
T/t = *-1 3 (3.20) 
( p ) - 1 
P3 
- 1 
wh r 
T4 = th turbin outlet temperature, and 
= the ratio of con tant pr ure to con tant \'Olume pecific heat C'p Cu. 
Figur 3.i how th turbine performance map aenerated by the Re earch Divi-
ion of 'arr tt utomotive. The figure wa directly u ed for the model. The main 
r a on for thi wa that the range of the experimental data wa too narrow to be 
u ed to generate an accurate p rformance map. dditionally. the temperature mea-
urement fo r the turbine i even more difficult than that for the compre or. The 
turbin inlet t mperature varie with time and patial location within the turbine 
inl t croll. 
It can b een from Fiaure 3.7 that the pre ure ratio and the correc ed ma 
- tc flow rat can be expre ed a function of the corrected turbine peed 
T3 Tre f 
(r t' mrn). Third order polynomial were fit to data extracted from the map. They 
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arP ~n· n by Eq. :3.21 for the pr -ure ratio and Eq. 3.22 for he corrected ma · How. 
Th unit for th correc ed turbin p d and the corrected flow rate wer r e t mrn 
and kg t::c . 
10 - l-1 y3 
· t .cor 
( 3.21 ) 
\' 
wh r .\ 't.cor i th correct d turbine peed - tc . re i· mrn. 
\ T3 Tre f 
051 1 0 1 10 - \. 1 3 10 - 10 \ ·2 o mt,cor = ·· - 't. x - t,cor- · 1 • < • t,cor ...,.. · 10 - 1 y3 · t .cor 
( 3.22) 
m out v T3 Tr e f 
wh re rht ,cor i th corrected turbine ma A.ow rate , l.:g ec. 
P3 Pre f 
In th comput r model, the known valu for determining the characteri tic of 
th turbin ar an actual turbocharger p d and an actual ma A.ow rate. To find 
out th pre ur p3 and th t mperature T3. an iteration method wa u ed. \Vith 
an a um d T3, the corr cted turbocharuer peed wa calculated fir t. Then. the 
pr ur ratio and th corrected ma A.ow rate were determined by u ina Eq . 3.21 
and 3.22. 'on quently. the actual ma A.ow rate wa calculated. If the difference 
b tw en th cal ulated and the aiv n ma flow rate did not meet an error criterion, 
a n w T3, generated by the ecant method wa a urned . The procedure above 
w r r p at d until the error criterion wa ati fied. e ually, it took le than five 
it ration to on erge. 
h turbin fficiency wa a urned o be a con tant value of 6 3 . which i the 
av rage of that hown on Figure 3.7. 
Th input for th turbine model were he atrno pheric pre ure p4 which i equal 
to Pl. th ma flow rate rhuul· and the angular Yelocity of the turbochara r ...... The 
output from th turbine model w re the back pre ure p3. the exhau ·t temperature 
b fore the turbine T3. and the t urbin efficiency T/t· The back pre ure p3 wa u eed 
a an input to the engine com bu ti on model. Eq. 3.20 need 'lt to calculate the aa 
t mp ratur T.i at th outl t of the turbine. 
3.3.2 D nam1 turbo harg r mod l 
Th moment of inertia of the turbocharaer hould be con idered when the en-
gine i run through a tra.n ient cycle. which ha been di cu ed in ection 2.3.3. _..\ 
cliff r ntial equation wa d \·eloped for the dynamic turbocharaer model accordina to 
' wton' econd law and con ervation of eneray. 
pplying ewton' econd law and nealectinu friction. the derivative of the tur-
bocharger angular \'elocity i expre ed a 
wher 
du.: 
lt -= Tit - Tc c dt 
ltc= turbocharger moment of inertia. kg - m 2 
= turbocharaer angular velocity rad ec , 
t= time over a tran ient cycle, ec. 
Tt = torqu applied on the turbine, .V - m. and 
Tc= torque applied on the comp re or, _y - m. 
( 3.23) 
The moment of inertia wa experimentally determined by Garrett . utomotive 
and i given in Tabl 4.1. The Tc and Tt are calculated according to the inlet and 
outl t condition of the compre or and turbine. Ba ed on the energy balance they 
art> u1\·en a.· follow -. 
wh re 
.) .5 
Tcu,, - m ( h ·) - h 1 ) 
In -
min - rate of ma flow ent rinu the engine cylinder. J.:g ec. 
nl out - rate of ma flow lea\·ing the enuine cylinder, J..·g ec. 
hi = enthalpy of th ua in the com pre or inlet. J kg. 
h2 = enthalpy of th ga in the comp re or outlet. J J..·g, 
h3 = enthalpy of th ua in the turbin inlet. J l.:g. and 
h.i = enthalpy of th ga in the turbine outl t, J J.:g. 
( 3.24 ) 
(3.2.5) 
h prop rtie of h 1 · h._, h3 and h4 can be calculated from the ubroutine 
PEREZ with th input of temp ratur , pre ure and equi\·alence ratio. 
The initial \•alue for Eq. 3.23 i the peed at which the turbocharuer haft is 
turning when the engine i op rated at it idle condition. The rea on for thi 
that the fir t point of the EP tran ient cycle i the idlinu condition. Eq. :3.23 wa 
integrated by u ing ubroutine L ODE 6 . 
3.4 D namic Engine Model 
The overall model al o include a dynamic engine model that account for the 
ffect of the ngine moment of inertia when the en!rine i operated over a tran ient 
cycle. Due to the moment of inertia, more power i needed for the engine to accelerate 
from a low r peed to a higher peed. compared with the power required for the engine 
to run at the teady- tate condition at the final peed. The en!rine · moment of inertia 
involve the pi ton and connecting-rod a embl . the crank haft and the flywheel. 
T he valu u d. -hown in Table 4.1. wa al\·en by the engi ne manufacturer. One 
que t ion which wa brought up durina the model de\·elopment wa - whet her or not 
th moment of in rtia of the electric dynamometer hould be included into the model. 
Thi inertia wa not included becau e the torque quantity of intere t to the EPA i 
that m a ur d at the flywh el of the engine. 
. differential equation wa d veloped for the dynamic engine model a follow 
pplying _ wton' econd law. th derivative of the enaine peed i expre ed a · 
where 
.le- ngine moment of in rtia . 
. V = nuine peed, 
f= time, 
Tcyt =net torque produced by cylinder ga mmu the friction torque, and 
T h ft = ngine haft torque. 
( 3.26 ) 
W h n the engine i operated at teady- tate then dd'/, i zero. Hence, Tcyl and 
T hf t are identical. But if the engine i in tran ition from one peed to another then 
Tcyl will be cliff rent from T hft· For acceleration, Tcyl i greater than T hft· 
Th ngm peed trajectory i hown in Figure .5.1 for the EP. pecified tran ient 
cycle. The value of ~j could be found by fitting a cubic pline to the data from the 
cycle. Due to the nature of the dynamometer control. it take about 0.4 econd for 
the engine to tran it from one peed to another reaardle of how bia the change i . 
, 1 o, th re exi t a time delay period of between 0.30 to 0.50 econd for the engine 
to re pond to the peed input. Figure 3. how the engine re pon e to tep change 
in the en me peed command. Figure 3. (a ) i for a peed change from 1250 to 13.50 
E 
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ep input to the peed reference command of dynamometer 
rpm and ( b) 1 • for a ·p ed chani?;e from u.=;o to noo rpm. 
The enuine ·peed control operated in a manner ·uch that the engine ·peed 
chanued to it new ·et inu in 0.-10 econd and th n held that for 0.60 ·econd · before 
re pondinu to the next peed die ated by the EP.-\ cycle. The time delay period 
doe not affect the dynamic model becau e it i a ·ample time off et. In the dynanuc 
nuine model. dd;· and the in t antaneou engine ·peed .\"( t 1 ) are exp re · ed a follow . 
Fort _ t 1 _ (t - 0...10 ) econd 
rl.V 
Jt 
.V(t - 1) - .\"(t ) 
0.-10 
\ . .\"( t - 1) - .\'( t) .(tl) = (ti - f l 
0.-10 
For (t - 0.-10) tt _ (t - 1) econd 
d.\" 
- = 0.0 
dt 
.\"( ti )= .\'( t - 1) 
( 3.21 ) 
! :3.:L l 
( :3.2 ) 
(3.30 ) 
The input to the dynamic engine model were the enuine peed .\" and the enuine 
haft torque T hff' both of which were ·pecified by the EPA at one econd inten·al . 
The output from the dynamic enuine model were the in tantaneou enuine peed 
X(t 1 ) and engine torque Tcyl· The enuine thermodynamic model can predict the 
torque output Tb from the engine corre pondinu to the a ·umed fuel flow rate u inu 
the relation hip of Tb = ~~b. Becau e the fuel flow rate wa - only an e timated 
quantity, Tb u ually did not auree with Tcyl· o. a econd iteration on the fuel flow 
rate wa nece ary. The ecant met hod wa employed to automatically uenerate the 
new value of the fuel flow rate . The iteration topped when the difference between 
Tb and Tcyl wa within the pecified error tolerance for the uiven fuel flow rate . 
•J 
3.5 Parti ulate al u lati n 
ne of tea<ly- tate t t w r conduct d to <let mun the par 1culate enu --
ion a a function of he engin equirnlence ratio and peed. The quirnlence ratio 
ran d from ab ut 0.10 o 1.10. Th hiuh equi,-al nee ratio wer obtam d by re-
tricting th air flow to th enum . Thi re triction wa accompli -hed by runninu 
th ngine without th turbocharu rand in tallinu an orifice up tream of the intake 
manifold to furth r reduce the air flow rate. Polynomial expre ion - were fit to the 
m a ·ur d particulat emi ion on a rate ba i for ix different enuin peed . 1200. 
1300. 1500. 1700. 1 00. and 2100 rpm. Reure ion analy i wa performed on the fit 
curv to d t rmin the co ffici nt of d termination. Eq. :3.:31 i the ueneral form 
for calculat mu the rate of particulate enu ion. 
( 3.31) 
wh re 
Prate=the rat of particulate m1 1on. gm hr. 
<1>-ov rall qui\'al nc ratio in the cylinder. and 
ao al· a2. and a = th polynomial coefficient li ted in Table 3.2. 
abl 3.2 how th polynomial coefficient and th coefficient of determination. 
c pt for 1200 rpm, the equivalence ratio ranue for the polynomial wa divided into 
two part and eparate polynomial were fit for each region. The point of inter ection 
of th ho polynomial wa the upper limit f the lower ranue and the lower limit of 
th hi her rang for h quival nc ratio. 
If th n me p ed and the computer calculated equivalence ratio are available, 
th in tantan ou parti ulate emi ion rate can be calculated by u ing Table 3.2 
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at that time durm~ a tran-1ent cycle. [t wa- a_ urned that the engine pee<l and 
t-qu1valence were con tant over a period of one econd. The particulate emi -ion o\·er 
the period is the product of the particulate emi ion rate time one -econd. The 
total particulate emi 
period. which i 1.1 
ion wa obtained by inteuration over a whole tran ient cycle 
econd for the EPA transient cycle. Brake pecific particulate 
emis ion wa calculated by dividinu the total particulate emi sion by the total work 
output from the enuine during the cycle. 
Obviou ly. the input for the particulate calculation ubroutine were the in-
·tantaneou equivalence ratio and peed. The output from the ubroutine wa the 
particulate emi ion rate at a particular time. 
3.6 um mar 
The overall enuine model con ist of a model for calculation of engine thermody-
nam1c and fluid mechanics, a model for calculation of turbocharuer characten tic . 
a mod 1 for cahulat1on.; of engrn dynamic..;. and a model to cakulati:> particulate 
enu ·:ion. The ha 1c rnput to he model i - a t rans1ent cycle testrng ..;chedule. that 
1 . torque and ·peed trajectories. and the output is the total particulate em1 'ton 
o\·er th cycle. One call to the engine thermod,·nam1c model take lH step., of main - . 
calculat1on o\· r crank ana-le - of 1:10 at an interval of.) . o mo I of the computer 
tun 1- pent on th1 kind of calculation ·. There are 1.lLl) data potnts for an EP.-\ 
tran 1ent cycl . [t took about 1.) hour for the computer to complete the integration 
o{ the EP.-\ tran.:-1ent cycle on a DEC' :HOO work- -tat1on. 
4. EXPERIME TAL APPARATU 
Th objectiYe of the experiment were: ( 1) to mea ure the engine· particulate 
em1 ion durinu teady- tale te t and oYer tran ient cycle , (2) to obtain engine 
p rformance parameter uch a equivalence ratio. enuine torque. enuine peed. air 
and fuel flow rate . and the turbocharger characteri tic , and (3) to Yerify the ability 
of th computer model to predict enuine performance parameter and die el partic-
ulate emi ion during tran ient cycle . The equipment di cu ed in this chapter wa 
ntial for accompli hing thee ta k 
hi chapter i divided into fh·e ections .. n overview of the engine te t etup 
uiven in the fir t ection. The econd and third ection de cribe the dilution 
tunnel and the dilution air y tern. The particulate ampling y tern and weighing 
chamber are pre ented in the fourth ection. Finally, the fifth ection de cribes the 
data acqui ition y tern u ed to record the experimental data. 
4.1 Engine Te t etup 
The engine u ed in thi tudy wa a John Deere J\Iodel 4276T four-cylinder, four 
troke turbocharged die el engine. The combu tion y tern wa a bowl-in-pi ton 
direct-injection, medium wirl type. The ba ic engine pecifications are presented in 
Table 4.1. . lthough the normal idle peed for thi engine wa 00 rpm, the idle peed 
Ta b I -l.1 : .John De re -121 T four cylinder enaine pecification -
or 
trok 
'onn ctina Rod L ng h 
Di plac m nt 
C'ompr ion Ratio 
\ 'alv Timing 
Intake 
Exhau t 
~Iaximum Pow r 
Peak Torque 
Engin In rtia 
Turbocharg r In rtia 
10 .. ) m m 
121.0 mm 
202. mm 
4.52.5.2 cm3 
1 . : 1 
op n at 2 bTDC', clo e at 0 aBD C' 
open at .5 bBDC'. clo e at 2 aTDC' 
.5 .1 k\V § 2100 rpm 
:30.5.0 . ' m § 1300 rpm 
1.40. J;g-m 2 
1.0.51.) x 10 - -1 l.·g-m2 
for t hi t udy wa r d fined a 1200 rpm. Thi wa due to a tor ional re onance in 
th ngin and dynamometer y tern at about 1050 rpm. 
The engin wa conn cted to a 1.50 HP 'eneral Electric direct current dy-
namomet r. Th engin and dynamom ter were controlled by a Z-3 computer 
throu h an Analog Device RTI- 20 interface board. The computer end peed ig-
nal to the dynamomet rand give torque command to a microproce or which then 
end a ianal to a lin ar actuator attached to the fuel aovernor lever. Thi controller 
w u d to et and maintain the nain ' peed and load during teady- ta e te t 
and to control the ngine durina tran ient te t ·72, 73 . 
h volume flow rate of air into the engine wa mea ured u ing a :\Ieriam laminar 
flow lement with a Baratron differential pre ure tran ducer u ed to mea ure the 
pre · ure drop . The die el fuel flow rate wa mea ured u ing a top-watch and a 
Toi do lect roni cale. 
Th rmocouple wer lornt cl at the air inlet to mea,ure the inlet air dry and wet 
bulb tt>mpnature. at th intake manifold to mea~ur the enaine boo t temperature 
and at a numb r of location in the xhau t line for m a urina the bulk exhau t 
t mp ratur b for and after th turbine. Th rmocouple were al -o u d to mea ur 
th engin oil. fu l, and coolant temp rat ur . 
Th atmo ph ric pre ure wa m a ured with a ci t rn barometer. Boo t pre -
ur and exhau t back-pre ur were mea ured both with pre ure gaae and pre ure 
Iran due r . h calibration of the pre ure tran ducer i provid din. ppendix B. 
l o. a pr ure aage wa in tall cl to mea ure enain lubricating oil pre ure . 
. n important m an for Yalidating th engine model d \·eloped in thi tudy 
wa to com par predicted and mea ured turbocharg r -peed. ince t hi i not a rou-
t in ngin mea ur m nt. a device for mea uring turbocharaer peed wa built. The 
d vice con i t of a Tnipha e ~Iod l 106-1 la er. two fiber-optic light auide tube , a 
light d t ctor. and a fr quency-to-voltage com·erter. The la er i a 20 m ir, C'la Illb 
H lium- on typ . One of the liaht guide tube end the la er beam to a mall foil 
r fl ctor which i fixed on the end of the turbocharger haft. Then the reflected la er 
b am i conducted through the other fiber-optic tube to a photo-tran i tor which 
i· in tall din id th light detector. The voltage produced by the photo-tran i tor 
i · amplifi d to a .5- olt output. The ircuit of the ligh detector i pre ented in . p-
p ndi. . Th Ii ht d t ctor giYe one five volt pul e each time the turbocharger haf 
turn a r volution. Thu . the frequency of the quare wave can be u ed to mea ure 
th turbochar r p ed. In order to record the turbocharaer peed on the computer. 
th frequ n y wa conv rted o a voltaae ignal. For thi purpo e. a frequency-to-
volta converter wa built to allow the computer to record the turbocharger peed 
6.-
dunna th te t. The turbochar~er peed cakulat1on 1 de -cribed in Appendix D. 
'4.2 Dilu t i n Tunne l 
. doubl dilution particulate mea -urement y tern wa- u -ed in thi tudy. A 
primary dilution tunn l wa u ed to dilute the enaine exhau t aa with compre ed 
air. condary dilution tunnel wa employed to mix a portion of the diluted 
xhau t ga with additional compre ed air. The purpo -e of u ing the dilution tunnel -
wa to imulat the die el exhau t-air mixina proce after the exhau t i emitted 
from th ngtn tail-pipe. Thi proce very important due to the ad orption 
and conden -ation of unburned hydrocarbon . which contribute to the -oluble oraanic 
fraction of th particulate . 
Fiaure ·LI how a diaaram of the primary and condary dilution tunnel The 
primary dilution tunnel i 0.305 meter in diameter _39 . The di tance between the 
introduction of the enuine exhau t and the particulate ample tran fer tube to the 
econdar dilution tunnel i 3.05 meter which corre pond to 10 tunnel diameter . 
uch a length en ured that there wa ufficient time for the engine exhau t to mix 
with the air. The diam ter of the primary dilution tunnel wa cho en o that it 
would allow turbulent flow and the R ynold _ umber in ide the tunnel i areater 
than 1.0 io·5. The length of the primary dilution tunnel i ufficient to cau e 
complet mixing of the exhau t and the dilution air. 
he primary tunnel wa built in 1 9 3 . It wa made of tandard ualvanized 
·piral tubing. Thi material i not ideal ince it doe not have a perfectly mooth inte-
rior. lthough no problem were ob erved during the te t conducted for thi project, 
a rou h interior increa e the chance of particulate depo ition and re-entrainment. 
66 
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16 
1 air compressor 10 primary di l ut ion t unnel 
2 ball valve 11 sampl e t ransfer tube 
3 thermocouple 12 exhaust fan 
4 pressure transducer 13 secondary dilution t unnel 
5 pressure gage 14 pr i mary filter holder 
6 primary air orifice 15 back- up filter holder 
7 muffler 16 sampling t ube 
8 engine exhaust pipe 17 secondary air or 1f1 c e 
9 circular plate 18 secondary di l ution air 
Figure -l.1: chemat1c diagram oft he primary and econdary dilution tunnel -
GI 
Th r i th pot ntial of catching m of th particulate - that would oth rwi -e ha,·e 
b en part of th m a urPm nt. and forth r. cau mu problem with the particulate 
b ma rf'· ntram d into th tream at a lat r point in ime "·ithm a te t or perhap 
durma a cliff rent te t altogether. The mat rial wa onuinally cho -en ha ed on it 
a\.·ailab1lity and low co t. 
h xhau t enter the primary tunnel throuuh a o0 elbow of cm exhau t 
pip The elbow fac down -tream and wa u ed to direct th exhau t into the center 
f th tunnel cro - ct1onal area to nhance eYen mixing of the exhau t with the 
dilution air. 20 cm diameter orifice wa placed in the dilution tunnel at the point 
f ntry of th exhau t. The increa in fl.ow velocity and turbulence produced by the 
orific nhance mixing. Th dilution tunnel exit into a hiah-,·olume ceilinu exhau t 
fan. Th fan i op rated to ,·entilate the laboratory whenever the dilution tunnel i 
m op ration. 
h condary dilution tunn l i made of andard aluminum pip with 11.43 cm 
in id diameter. h particulate ample tran fer tube to the econdary dilution tun-
n l fac up tr am in the primary dilution tunn l. The tube i made from tainle -
t 1 with 1. 05 cm in id diamet r. The di tance from the inlet plane to the exit 
plan of th tube i .53 m. The lenuth between the exit plane of the tube and the 
primary parti ulate ampling filt r i 12.70 cm. which provide an average re idence 
tim of 0.30 cond for the double-diluted ample. The ueometric de iun of the 
tunnel meet h EP dilution method pecifi.cation :3J. 
4.3 D ilution t r 
Th primary dilution air i pro\·ided by an Inaer oll-Rand ( entac II two- taae 
aJr compre ·or. Th compre or wa · e to pro\·ide an outlet cracre pre ure of 6.20 
bar. Th compr or' controller i able to maintain the pre ure within = 0.0i bar 
oft he t rnlu . 5 cm diameter pipe line introduce the air to the primary dilution 
tunnel. A ball rnlve wa · in talled in the line. followed by a tandard in-line air 
filt rand a mooth- dged orific . . tatic pre ure tran ducer. a \'iatran model 141 
with a maxjmum gage pre ure of 22.5 bar. and a thermocouple were in tailed before 
th orifice. Th pre ure tran ducer wa calibrated a de cribed in ppendix B to 
provid a mean ' for determinjng the pre ure. The air flow rate depend only on the 
mea ured pre ure and temperature becau e the flow i choked. The ·mooth-edcred 
orific wa calibrated and Eq. E.1 cri\·en in . ppendix E wa u ed to calculate the air 
ma flow rate 3 . 
. con id rabl amount of noi e i created by the uncontrolled exp an ion of the 
dilution air a it nter the dilution tunnel. n air-exhaust muffler wa fitted to the 
nd of the comp re ed air line and the noi e wa reduced to a tolerable level. 
Th dilution air ball valve hown in Figure 4.1 i fully opened during te tina. 
Th primar dilution ratio. defined as the ratio oft he diluted-exhau t ma flow rate 
(th dilution-air ma flow rat plu the engine exhau t ma flow rate) to the encrine 
. hau t ma flow rate, varie with the engine peed and load. The marimum dilution 
air flow rat achieved in the primary tunnel i approrimately 0.72 kg . The engine 
xhau t fl.ow rat varie from about 0.04 kcr for the low- peed, light-load condition 
to about 0.0 kg for the full- peed, full-load condition. Therefore. dilution ratio 
can be a large a 1 and a mall a 
6 
mentioned b for . th R ynold numb r in the primary tunnel can b a high 
a 1.0 -< io·J. Th hi~hly turbul nt flow enhance - th mixing proce . Carbon clioxid 
mixmu t t w re conducted to cl t rmin th ability of th pmnary dilution tunnel 
to thoroughly mix the xhau t and air :3 tream of C02 wa introduced at the 
tunn 1 inl t and both horizontal and \'ertical ·ampling traver 
th tunn 1 and uniform concentration wer found. 
wer made aero: -
h veloci y of th diluted exhau t in th tunnel ranue from .0 m to 10 .0 
m h tim f r the particulat to int ract with th dilution air i le - than o .. 5 
ond . ondary dilution t unn 1 wa u d to increa the re idence im of 
th dilut cl xhau t. 
h condary dilution air com from the Phy ical Plant of Iowa tate [ni-
" r ity. Th compr cl air goe throuuh an in-line oil removal filter, followed by 
an a1r pr ur r gulator and a ·mooth-edged orifice before entering th tunnel. _.\ 
::\ loci 1 141 Vi at ran pre ur tran ·due r with a maximum uaue pre ure of . 0 bar, 
and a th rmocouple w re in talled before h orifice to mea ure the air pr ure and 
t mp ratur . The air pr ur wa r gulated at 2.10 bar. A pre ure gaue wa al o 
mount d t monitor th air pr ure durinu the te t . he pre ure tran ducer ha 
b n calib rated with a dead-weiuht te t r. The relation hip be ween the pre ure 
and th m a ur d voltage i d cribed in . pp ndix B . . :\Iodel l.5~11/.'"' ROOT 
;\I r wa u ed to calibrate th orifice and an equation wa developed to calculate 
th c ndar dilution air flow rate a de cribed in _ ppendix E. 
10 
-1 .4 P art i ulat Iatt r I a ur m nt 
Thi · ect1on di ·cu e the particulate ·amplinu sy tem and the particulate weiuh-
mg chamber. 
4.4.1 Par t i ulat ampling y t m 
chematic diagram of the particulat amplinu y tem app ar in Fiuure -L2. 
Th ·y tern con i t of a ball valve. a filter holder. a ·ample pump. an electric by-
pa rnh· . and a ga meter with a frequency counter. The ball rnh·e wa mounted 
up tr am of the econdary dilution tunnel. The vah·e is opened at the ·tart of ate t 
and th n clo ed to pre\·ent the diluted exhau t from entering the econdary dilution 
tunn I b tw en two te t . Down tream of the tunnel the filter holder upport a 
primary filter and a backup filter. Two fritted di c were u ed a the upport for the 
filt r . Th back-up filter i located . cm down tream of the primary filter. Two 
filter are u ed to achieve high efficiency for collecting the particulate matter. 
ccurate mea urement require that the ampling y tern mu t be leak-proof. 
In order to check the leaka11e of the y tern, a leak te t wa conducted before the 
xperiment . . di cu ion of the leak te t i included in Appendix F. 
he amplinu pump ha a by-pa line with an electrically actuated modulating 
alve to re ulat the flow. The opening of the valve i automatically controlled by the 
computer. which provide a mean for adju ting the fl.ow rate throuuh the particulate 
filt r during the te t . Thi i nece ary ince the fl.ow rate will tend to drop a the 
filter i gradually loaded with particulate. The y tern wa de iuned o that the ma 
flow rate through the ga meter wa con tant. The ma flow rate wa maintained 
at two time the ma flow rate through the orifice in the econdary dilution air line. 
11 
6 
0 
3 
8 
(0-Sv> 10 ~) 12 
( 0 - '5 y ) 
1 primary dilution tunnel 7 frequency counter 
2 secondary dilution tunnel 8 frequency - to-voltage converter 
3 sampling tube 9 modulating valve 
4 sampling pump 10 electrical controller 
5 ball valve 11 vacuum gage 
6 ROOTS meter 12 vacuum pump 
F• .I •) 1gure '1:. - : chematic diagram of particulate amplina y tern 
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Fi11ure 4.3: Variation oft he secondary dilution air A.ow ratP 
The data recorded for the orifice A.ow appear in fi11ure -!.3. which show· the rnriation 
of the ·econdary dilution air A.ow rate for 3.5 different teady- ·tate test · . The a\·era11e 
A.ow rate wa 0.1113 J..·g min and the coefficient of variance wa 2.62~ . The ma 
A.ow rate through the orifice can be con idered con tant and the air flow rate u ·ed a · 
a reference \·alue. 
There were two thermocouple placed in the ·ystem. one in the ·ample chamber. 
between the primary filter and back-up filter and another in tailed before the 11a 
meter. The amplin11 mas flow rate can be calculated u ing an ideal ga equation 
with mea ured temperature and atmo pheric pre ure. a uminu that the mixture 
up tream of the the ga meter ha the ame molecular wei11ht a air. The volume 
flow rat wa com· rt d to a frequency ignal by th aa meter and di played on the 
fr qu ncy counter. fr qu ncy-to-,·oltaae com·ert r wa u ed o that the actual flow 
rate could be monitor cl by th computer. The relation hip bet\veen the ,·olume flow 
rat and th voltaa i d ,·eloped in . ppendix D. If the rnlue doe not agree with 
th cl ·ired tting. th comput r end a voltaae ignal in th ranae of 0-5 rnlt to 
a modulating ,·alve o that the -y tern fl.ow rat can be kept con tant. . lthouah 
th ma flow rate through the aa meter can b kept con t ant. the amplina ma · 
flow rat through th filt r i not exactly con tant ince the molecular weight of 
th mixtur up tream of th filter varie o\·er a tran ient cycle. l" ina the econdary 
dilution tunn 1 minimized the variation . mentioned in ection 4.3, the flow rate in 
th primary dilution tunn 1 wa not con tant. but the variation were le than 7.0%. 
To m a ur parti ulate matter emi ion accurately, the fl.ow rate of the particulate 
ampling y tern mu t be a con tant fraction of the total diluted exhau t flow rate 
in the primary dilution tunnel. Due to the nature of the y tern de ian, it wa not 
po ibl to maintain th con tant fraction. However, thi doe not dimini h the 
r p atabilit_ of the mea urement becau ea con i tent par iculate amplina method 
wa mployed during the cour e of the tudy. 
For the coll ction of par iculate, 110 mm Pallflex TX40H120\VvV filter were 
u d, which had a 100 mm tain diameter after being placed on the filter holder. 
cordin to the EP. pecification, the recommended minimum loading on a 70 mm 
primary filter with a 60 mm tain diameter i 5.3 milliuram over a transient cycle 
te t. To achieve an equivalent loading (ma tain area), the particulate ampling 
flow rat wa cho en o that the minimum loading on the primary filter wa 15.0 
milligram during the te t. The minimum ampling flow rate u ed for the te t wa 
3.3 • 10 3 m;3 t hrouuh th filter. . 
4.4.2 Parti ulat w ighing hamb r 
weighing chamb r wa built for to ring and weiuhinu the filter . The chamber 
m a ·ure 91.5 x i 0 J" i 0 mm. The filter were put in petri di he on two heh· 
plac d in the chamb r during th ir conditioninu. The filter were weiuhed in the 
hamb r u ing a .'.\Iettl r .\lodel . E240 analytical balance. The balance ha · a pre-
ci ion ( tandard d \·iation) of 20 microuram and a readability of 10 microuram . 
'om pre ed air i · pa ed t hrouuh an oil removal filter and diffu ed into the weiuhing 
chamb r. . ·o wirl wa created in ide the chamber. hence. no air motion affected the 
tability of the balance. The purpo e of introducing the air into the chamber wa to 
k p th chamber at a table temperature and humidity. During all filter conditioninu 
and weighing, the temp rature of the chamber wa- maintained within ::: 3 I of 2 7 
K and the rel a ti \'e humidity of the chamber wa maintained within :r: .5 percent of 
30 p re nt. he ambient condition of the chamber are de cribed in . ppendix G .. 
0 mm thick foam pad wa placed beneath the chamber to i olate the chamber from 
external vibration. 
wo unu d ref r nee filter were alway kept in the weiuhinu chamber. They 
were the ame ize and material a the ample filter and were u ually weighed at 
th ame tim a the ample filter . The rea on for the reference filter wa to check 
th balan e and chamber condition . If there wa an unacceptable change of the 
r f rence filt r weiuht, the weighing would be topped and the problem corrected. 
The reference filter were changed at lea t once per month, which 1 pecified by the 
EP .. Four et· of reference filter , a total of filter , were u ed for covering four 
/ .) 
month of te t . Th weiaht chana ..., of the reference filter- between ample filter 
weiuhing were within _._ 1.0 perc nt and thee data are pre ent d in Appendix G. 
Th weighing procedur for the filter - i al -o di cu - ed in . ppendix G. 
4. 5 Da a A qui i t io n 
Th . nalog Device RTI- 20 board wa- u d with a Zenith 3 6 computer to 
a quir data from the exp rimental equipment. The data were then tored on the 
Zenith comput r for analy i . Th RTI- 20 board ampled th data at the rate of 21 
chann l per ond for a ·teady- tate te t and at the rate of 21 channel every 0.2 
·econd over a tran i nt te t. The data et were a\·eracred e\·ery econd for the 
t ady- tate t t and very one econd for th tran ient te t. Only the averaged data 
wer tored on th computer. Table 4.2 how the mea urement which the computer 
r corded. 
Th next chapter di cu e the procedure u ed to operate the equipment de-
cribed above. 
-
I 
Ta.bl ·l.2: Computer record d mea ·urement 
.\lea ur rn nt 
Enaine: 
pe d 
Torque 
Rack Po ition 
Turbocharaer pe d 
ure 
Exhau t Back Pre ure 
Primary Dilution . ir Orifice 
econdary Dilution . ir Orifice 
emperature : 
. mbient( wet bulb) 
. mbient (dry bulb) 
Intake • Ianifold 
Fuel 
Oil 
Exhau t(before turbine) 
Exhau t( after turbine) 
Primary Dilution Air Orifice 
econdary Dilution . ir Orifice 
Filter Holder Chamber 
ROOT ~Ieter Entry 
Flow Rate : 
. ir Flow Rate to the Engine 
Particulate ampling Rate 
I j 
5. EXPERIM E TAL PRO CED RE A D DATA LY I 
Thi chapt r de cribe · the procedure u ed to collect the experimental data. In 
thi tudy. particulate matter wa ·ampled under teady- tate condition-. over an 
EP. transi nt cycle. and for di crete ·eument of variou tran ient cnle·. The fir t 
ction pre nt the experimental procedure and the matrix of different operatinu 
condition for the t ady tate te t . The EP. tran ient te t procedure are de-
cribed in th econd ection. The other tran ient te t procedure are di cu ed in 
the third ection. The fourth ection de cribe the procedure for oluble hydrocarbon 
xtraction and the la t ction di cu e data analy i . 
' 
5. 1 t ad y tat Te t Procedur 
The purpo e of the -teady- tate te t wa toe tabli h turbocharuer performance 
map and to inve tigate th effect of enuine fuel-air ratio and peed on particulate 
mt ion. The map were u ed to upport the dynamic turbocharger model de cribed 
in ection 3.3. The mea ured particulate emi ion at different enuine fuel-air ratio 
and peed wa u ed to develop polynomial expre ion which ultimately would be 
integrated to obtain the total particulate emi ion. 
Th t t were carried out at ix different peed ( 1200 rpm, 1300 rpm, 1.500 rpm, 
1700 rpm 1 00 rpm. and 2100 rpm) and ten different load conditions (-10%. 03. 20%, 
-
I 
40«. 50 r. 0'1 . 10 ( . 0 ~. oc r. and lOQl ~ of he maximum torque at the ·elected 
p d ). Th l nut h oft t tim wa ,·an d accordina tot he di ff rent enaine operatmu 
condition . h l nath wa cho en o that the particulate filt r could accumulate 
th maximum amount of ample without overloadinu the con·tant ma flow rat 
p rat1 n oft h part1culat amplinu ·y tem. 
It wa found hat th maximum overall equirnlence ratio under teady- tate con-
dition wa no mor than 0. :'if the turbocharg r tayed with the ngine. Dunnu the 
a tual tran i nt cyd . however. the o\·erall equivalen e ratio definitely exce d 0 .. ) 
and can approa h 1.0. Thi ca e u ually occur durrnu rapid increa -e in load. To 
u t th cl ir cl torqu . the fuel input to the engine ha to be changed quickly. How-
v r th rapid fu ling do not r ult in in tantaneou re pon e of the turbocharger 
du to it in rtia and th compre ibility of the . hau t aa link from the engine. 
h r ult ant lag b tw en the rate of ch an a of air flow and fuelinu lead to rapid 
in r a e in th overall equivalence ratio in the combu tion chamber. To xtend the 
quival nee ratio to h1 her value . the turbocharger wa removed from the engine o 
that th air flow rate could be reduced. To obtain even higher overall equivalence 
ratio , b yond 1.0, a r triction wa in talled up tream of the intake manifold. , n 
orifice with a diamet r of 20 mm wa u ed a the re triction to the air entering the 
n 1n . 
Th pro edure for th t ady- tate te t tarted with placing the particulate 
filt r in th weighing chamber. fter hour , the filter were weiuhed with the 
l\I ttl r micro-balance. The weighinu procedure i de cribed m ppendix G. 
nc th tar weight of the filter were determined. the engine te t could be 
condu t d. B fore tartin the engine. the primary dilu ion air and the econdary 
-, 
dilution air w rP run throuah th tunnel · for at 1 a·t .) minute~. The purpo ·e of thi 
proc <lure wa · toke pt h tunn l urface free of th d po ·it · which could remain from 
pr nou t t .. lo. th particulat amplina y tem wa · imultaneou ly operat d to 
l an out th arnpl ·y tern. It ·hould be noted that th primary dilution air rnh·e 
wa al Wa) fully open dunna th te t 
. ft r th ngm wa tarted. th peed and load were et to the de ired value. 
\ 'h n th ngin r ach d the equilibrium op ratinu condi ion a indicated by tabl 
coolant. oil. and exhau t t mp ratur -. two filt r were placed in the filt r holder · 
hown in Figur 4.2. hen the particulate ·ampl tran fer valve and the econdary 
dilution air \alv were opened and th particulate ampling y tem wa turned on . 
. bout 10 - nd wer allowed to pa before tarting the control program. The 
r a on for thi · wa to enabl the particulate amplinu y tem to be controlled quickly 
and accurat ly. The amplinu flow rat control program need both the reference and 
a tual flow rat rnlu . If th actual value i far away from the reference value, it 
take a lo nu im for th y t m to a hieve an accurate control. Before tart mu the 
nt rol prourarn, the -y t m wa run at a flow rate which wa clo e to the reference 
valu . H n . th di ff r nee b twe n the actual flow rate and reference flow rate wa 
mall and th y tern ould quickly enter it accurate control mode. 
·oon a the control program tarted the data acqui ition y tern automati-
allv recorded the data hown in Table 4.2. 0th r data were al o manually recorded 
u h a atmo ph ric pre ure, pre ure up tream of the compre or. coolant temper-
atur die · 1 fu 1 con umption, and vacuum down tream of the particula e filter . 
th nd of the t t, th particulate ample pump wa turned off. the diluted e. hau t 
a and th condary dilution air wer immediately hut off. and the te t duration 
---------------------------
0 
wa rPcord <l. The u_Pd filt L were remowd from the filter holder hortly after the 
t and plac din the weiuhinu chamber for tabilization. 
The ngine wa th n brought to another teady- tate condition accordinu to the 
ch dule. After placing a new pair of particulate filter into the filter holder , 
then xt data collection wa ready. It u ually took about .5 minute for thi period. 
fter-! _ hour ' tabilization, the u ed filter were ready for weiuhing. They were 
handled u ing teel forcep and weiuhed in the weighinu chamber. The difference in 
the final weight and the tare weight wa con idered to be the ma of the particulate 
-ample. The e data were then combined with the ample flow rate and total tunnel 
flow rate to cl t rmine the total ma - of particulate matter emitted by the engine 
during the te t p riod. 
5 .2 EPA Tran ient T e t Procedure 
In 1 6 the Em·ironmental Protection gency (EP ) pecified a new te t pro-
c dure for heavy-duty die el enaine emi ion mea urement. The te t require the 
ngin to b run through a twenty-minute tran ient operation cycle that imulate 
ity and highway drivinu of a truck in both ew York and Lo Angele . Figure .5.1 
how how th p ed and load for the engine are expected to vary for the cycle. The 
t t require that the engine be connected to a dynamometer that can be controlled by 
a computer. The computer end ignal to the dynamometer controller to reuulate 
th ngine' peed. Then, while the peed i chanuing to follow the tran ient cycle, 
a rack actuator 1 u ed to vary the engine' flywheel torque to match the required 
torque. 
The EP tran ient te t conducted for thi tudy followed a do ely a po ible 
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Figure .S.l: Reference ·peed and torque trajectone fo r the tran 1ent cycle 
the proc dur pecified in th Code of Federal Reuulation (C' FR l :3. The procedure 
pecified for the EP. tran. ient te t i to cold- oak the enuine by -huttinu it off for a 
minimum of 12 hour - or until the oil temperature reache 2 I K. In thi tudy. the 
cold- oak period were at lea t 24 hour in length re ulting in an oil temperature of 
302 K. Then the nuine i ·tarted and immediately controlled accordinu to th twenty-
minut chedule of peed and load . However, in thi work. due to the nature of 
th control program. an extra one minute of idle condition( 1200rpm. 0°1c load ) wa 
requir d between the cold- tartinu of the engine and the b uinning of the tran ient 
control. 
oon a the chedule i completed. th engine i to be hut off. However. in 
thi ca e anoth r one minut of idle operation followed the tran ient control. Then the 
ngin r marned off for twenty minute . Thi period i called the hot- oak. Following 
thi period, th engine wa re tarted for the hot - tart te t. The re t of the procedure 
were the ame a that d cribed for the cold- tart te t. Cpon fini hing both the cold-
tart and hot tart te ·t . the official EP tran ient te t were complete. However. 
veral hot- tart te t were conducted con ecutively thereafter. Between each of the 
te t a twenty minute hot - oak period wa cheduled. 
The particulate ampling procedure are the ame a de cribed in the above 
ction. 1 o, the primary dilution air rnlve wa left fully opened over the duration 
of the tran ient cycle. 
5.3 Di er t Tran nt C cle T t 
The EP. twenty-minute tran ient cycle con i t of four egment . Each egment 
la t five minute . The fir t and the fourth eument are identical. ince it wa 
not po ibl to mea·ure the in-tantaneou particulate enu ion from the enaine. it 
wa not po ible to make a econd-by- -econd compan·on with the prediction of 
t ht> computer mod 1. 
cycl . th particulat 
However. in addition to a ·inale compan on for the entire 
emi ion wa mea ured for each of the four quarter of the 
cycl for compari on with the model prediction . The purpo e oft he te t were to 
im·e tigat th eff ct of different tran ient cycle on the particulate emi ion. The 
t f procedure w re et up o that the particulate ample for each fi\·e minute 
tran ient cycle were collected when the complete EP. tran ient cycle wa· p rformed. 
In order to collect the ample for four eament . two identical EP. t ran ient 
cycl had to be conducted. The two ample for the fir t and the third egment 
could b taken durina one EPA tran ient cycle. The other two ample could be 
coll cted during another EP. tran ient cycle. Five minute inten·al between the 
fir t and the third egment or between the econd and the fourth egment were 
allow d to facilitate particulate filter change and to complete data recording. The 
particulat amp ling y tern wa operated in the ame manner a that pre ented for 
th procedure of the EP tran ient cycle. 
5.4 Procedure for oluble H drocarbon E xtr action 
The particulate ample wa collected in the econdary dilution unnel at tem-
p rature below 325 I a pecified by the EP .. Hence. the particulate included not 
only olid carbon, but ulfate emi ion , and ad orbed and conden ed hydrocarbon 
called the oluble organic fraction ( OF). In thi tudy. oxhlet extraction wa con-
ducted to det ermme the tot al ma of the .... 0 F. The extract ion wa performed on the 
particulate ample collected during the tran ient cycle and for a few teady- tate 
condit1on (-1.)rn;. Qo/. . !Qr,. and 10oc, of the rated load at 1200 rpm). 
h procedure tarted with placing a -oil d filter in an 0 2.5 mm extraction 
thimbl . ft r -tabilizina for -1 hour in the we1ahina chamber. the thimble with 
the filt r wa w iah d for tare weight. . t all time the filter and the t himbl - were 
hand! d u ing t l forcep . Then. th t himbl wa- placed in a Pyrex -oxhlet extrac-
tion tub .. 12.5 ml A.a k filled with 100 ml of methylen chloride wa fitted below 
the tube and an llihn type conden er wa attach cl to the top of the tube .. n 
lectromantle oven wa u - cl to heat the flak and maintain a con -tant flak temper-
ature. Chill <l water wa running through the conden er while the methylene chlonde 
vapor wa conden ed. When the thimble wa filled to the top with conden ate, the 
·o. hl t automatically drained the conden ed oh-ent and the ~ OF back to the A.a k. 
and the cycl tart d again. Each cycle took 3 to 3 .. 5 minute to complete. Twenty 
cycl wer run on ach filter. Becau e only methylene chloride conden ate entered 
the extractor, all of the ~ OF wa ultimately tran ferred to the flak . 
. fter th lat cycle wa fini h d. the thimble with the extracted filter were re-
placed into the w ighing chamber for -1 hour . . t the end of that period. it wa 
w ighed. The differenc in th tare weight and the final weiaht wa con idered to be 
thema ofth ~OF. 
5.5 Data Anal 
5.5.1 Turb harg r p rformanc 
One of th obj ct1\·e of conducting teady- tate te t wa to aenerate the per-
formance map of the compre or and turbine. \Vhen tudying turbocharger per-
formance characten tic , it 1 quite helpful if re ul from different inlet condition 
.) 
ran b directly compared to one another. Turbocharae compre or and turbine per-
formance can be characterized by the followinu four parameter : the ma · flow rate 
( m \t Tu Tn:.f ) . pre ure ri ( fJt). efficiency ( 17 ). and peed ( .Y ) . 
Pu Pref \ Tu Tref 
H re, ub cript d. u. h, and l ·tand for down tream. up tream. hiaher pre ure id . 
and lower pre ure ide. The ma flow rate and peed a re corrected for chanae in 
th inlet temp rature and pre ure. The reference temperature Tref and pre ure 
Prtf are cho en to be 2 r and 1.0 bar. Among the e four rnriable . any two of 
th m can b xpre ed a · a function of the other two variable·. 
m ntioned in ction ·!..5. data related to the turbocharger performance were 
coll cted during the te t . includina the inlet and outlet temperature and pre ure of 
th compre or and the turbin . pr ure n e aero the compre or and the turbine. 
and the turbocharger p d .. fter the data analy i, the pre ure ri e and efficiency 
w re xpre d a a function of the ma flow rate and peed for both the compre or 
and the turbine. 
5.5.2 Cal ulation f parti ulate e mi ion from mea urem e nt 
. ccordin to Code of Federal Reaulation 3 . the total ma of particulate pro-
due d by the enaine in either the hot or cold tar t te t. Pma , i found from the 
following equation: 
Pma = ( l ;,,,x - l " f) ( ?f ) ( .5.1) 
where 
Pma ·=the total particulate emitted. 
l 'mi.r=the total diluted exhau t volume through the primary dilution tunnel, 
b 
1: 1 = th total ,·oltun of ampl with<lrawn from th primary dilution tunnel. 
and 
pf = th ma coll cte<l on filter . 
Thi quat1on wa d veloped for PDP-CT -y tern -. ince th -y tern u din 
thi tudy wa - di.ff rent from th EP. -p cified y tem. Eq . . 5.1 wa · mo<lifi d. It 1 
d crib d a follow . 
Pma = ( m - m f ) ( !.!__ ) m1 ;r m f ( - •) ) .)._ 
wher 
Pma = the total particulate mitted, 
mmi .r = the total dilut d exhau t ma throuah the primary dilution tunnel. 
m 1 = th total ma of ample withdrawn from the primary dilution unneL and 
pf = th ma coll ct d on filter . 
ection 1.2. the purpo of thi tudy wa to predict tran ient 
parti ulat m1 ion ba ed on teady- tate particulate mea urement with predicted 
ngin overall equivalence ratio. Becau e the primary dilution air flow rate wa con-
tant and th ball alve wa alway kept fully opened. dilution ratio were con i tent 
for both t ad - tat and tran ient te Al o. the ma flow rate of ample wa 
k pt con tant during the te t . o, the ma flow could ea ily be calculated. Thu . 
Eq . . 5.2 wa mplo d for the particulate calculation in thi tudy. 
mmi.r wa expre ed a ·: 
( .5.3 ) 
wh re 
mpda = th total ma of dilution air through the primary dilution tunnel. which 
-I 
wa akulat d by inteurating Eq. E.l. from -\ppendi.· E. o\·er a period of time. 
min = th t tal air ntering th ngrn . which wa m a ured by a laminar A.ow 
"l m nt. and 
m 1 = th total fu 1 con um d durinu th et. 
It i n t d that th total ma of exhau ·t ua· i · th ·ummation of mrn and m/. 
m f wa g1 ,. n a : 
m f = m mp m da ( 5. ) 
wh r 
m mp = th total ma of ·ampl throuuh th condary dilution tunnel. and 
m da th otal ma of dilution air enterina the econdary dilution tunnel, 
whi h wa cakulat d by int arating Eq. E.2, from . pp ndix E. oYer a p nod of 
tim 
unun that th pr ure drop aero the ROOT ga meter i neuliaibl and 
that the ample through th condary dilution tunnel ha th ame molecule w i ht 
a air. m mp wa calculated a follow . 
{ ... 5) 
wh r 
Patm - th atmophricpr ur, 
Qrt - th volumetric flow rat through the ROOT meter, 
Ra 1r=the a con tant for air, and 
Tbrt - th t mp rature b fore the ROOT meter. 
mention din echon 5.1. teady- tat te t wer alway p rformed when he 
n in wa at fully warmed-up condition . Rene thi tudy empha ized compan on 
bt>twe n h xpenm ntal mea -u rement - and model-predicted rnlue. only for the hot 
tart te t • though ome cold tart te -t were conducted. 
It ha - b en hown that di -el particulate emi - ion i mainly cl pendent on en-
gine load (equivalence ratio) and peed if the ame kind of die - 1 fuel i u ed I-!. 
1.1. ;agele ' indicat d that the effect of ambient temperature on the particulate 
em1 ion wa not ignificant. . fter completion of the teady- . tate te t di cu ed in 
ction .5.1. th particulate emi ion wa expre ed a a function of the encrine overall 
qui,·alence ratio and p ed. The emi · ion wa on a ma - rate ba i - (gram· min) 
rath r than on a brake p cific ha i· (er bk\\'-hr). The primary rea on for thi i that 
1f th em1 ion were rn the unit of g bk\\"-hr. the emi ion at idling or motonncr 
could not b xpr s d ince the brak work i zero. Brake pecific ,·alue i ea ily 
obtain cl if the work performed i known. 
5.5.3 tati tical anal 1 
To provid a quantitative basi for comparincr model-predicted value with ex-
p nm ntal mea urements. a tatistical analy i wa performed. The a ociation be-
tw n two variable was tudied by u ing the method of lea t quare and linear 
r gre ion Ti). The experimental mea urement wa cho en a variable x and the 
mod I-predicted value a y. The be t fit equation ha the form: 
y =a -r bx 
where 
a = th intercept of the regre ion line on y, 
b- t h lop of a regre ion line, 
x=the e,·perimental mea urement, and 
( 5.6) 
y- thP mod I-predicted ,-alue. 
[fth model-predicted and exp rimental rnlue - auree perfectly. then a will equal zero 
and b will equal one. 
Intercept a and -lope b can be found by the followmu equation . 
11 n Tl n 
a = 
and 
n n n 
n L .r1Yi - .ri L Y1 
1= 1 1= 1 1= 1 
n n .rr -(t xi) 2 
1= 1 1= 1 
b = 
The coefficient of determination ( r 2 ) can be calculated as follow 
•) 
r~ 
where 
2 
[ n ( .r 1 - .r )( Yt - Y )] 
l= l 
n 
L (.ri - .r)2(Yi - y)2 
1= 1 
n 
.ri 
1= 1 .r = ---
n 
n 
Yi 
z= l y=---
n 
(.) .I) 
( .). ) 
( 5 ) 
0 
and 
whr n - .-umbrofOb n ·ation 
Th relati\· error betw n mod I-predicted and m a ured \'alue 1 defined a 
follow . 
y - y 
RE = · mdl_ · exp x 100.00J( 
.\ e:r p 
( .- .10 ) 
wh r 
.Ymd/ - the model pr dieted value. and 
.Y .rp - th xp rimentally mea ured value. 
Th tati tical quantitie will be u ed in the following chapter to characterize 
the agr m nt of the predi ted and mea ured value . 
l 1 
6. RE LT D DI C I 
In thi chapt r th prediction of the enuin model are compared with the ex-
p rimental data. The chapter i - compo ed of four ection . In the fir t -ection. the 
model-predicted ngm p rformance parameter which affect o\·erall equivalence ra-
tio ar compared with xperimental mea urement . The parameter include boo t 
pr ure and t mperature. back pre · ure and temperature. and turbocharuer peed. 
Th cond ection pre nt the model-predicted in tantaneou equivalence rat.io 
over th EP. tran i nt cycle. In addition. the air and fuel flow rate predicted by 
the mod l are compared to th experimental data. In the third ection the di tri-
bution of equival nee ratio and engine -peed over the EPA tran ient cycle chedule 
are tati tically analyz d. Finally. the fourth ection pre ent a compari on of the 
mod l-p redicted particulate emi ion with experimental mea urements for different 
t ran ient cycle . 
. 11 the . perimental data for the cornpan on di cus ed in thi chapter were 
obtained wh n th engine wa run at hot tarting condition . Thi mean the engine 
wa tart d after haYing previou ly run the engine long enough to bring the enuine 
oil and oolant to theu equilibrium operating temperature . The rea on for thi wa 
that th turbocharger performance map and the particulate emi ion calculation 
forth ngine model were ha ed on hot teady- tate mea urement . To be con 1 tent 
all the compari ·on are performed for the hot ·tarting ca e:: of the t ran 1ent cycle. 
Data anaJy ha,·e b en performed for the com pan ·on oft he model prediction 
on with th experimental 111 a urement ·. The method - and ha ic equation were 
pre ent d in ction 5 .. ).:3. The termjnology and the ·ymbol are con i tent with 
tho · pr nt cl tn that ection. 
6.1 Mod I" Capabili t f Pr di t ing Engin P rform an 
The ngrne mod l can predict boo t pre ure and temperature, back pre ··ure 
and temp rature, and turbocharuer pe cl. Thi ection pre ent the compari on of 
them a ured t t data for thee quantitie with the model prediction . 
Th duration of the EP. tran ient te t i 1.1 econd . The EPA pecifie 
di cret enuine peed and torque value for each one- econd time inten·al. Followinu 
EP. ·p cified cri ria. the rnlidity of the actual peed and torque trajectorie wa 
ch eked for ach completed tran ient cycle te t. The item to be checked are the 
maximum tandard error ... E. intercept a. lope b. and the coefficient of determination 
r 2 for th . perimental mea urement on r ference value . The calculation of E. 
a b and r2 were di cu ed in ection .5.5.3. The criteria were et for engine peed, 
torque, and brake power. It turned out that all 12 EP tran ient cycle te t conducted 
for t hi tudy were valid. 
6.1.1 B o t pre ure and t mp rature 
Th boo t pr ure wa calculated in the computer prouram by u ing the com-
pr - or map at the current value of the corrected air flow rate and the turbocharuer 
·p ed. . di cu ed in ection 4.1 and 4 .. 5, the engine boo t pre ure and temper-
113 
atur wer m a ured up tream of th intak manifold 11 mg a \·1atran 1-ll pre · ure 
Iran duct>r and a typ K th rmocouple. The mea ·ured data were recorded on a 
Z-3 comput r. The expenm ntally mea ·ur d and mod I-predicted quantitie are 
ompar d a follow . 
h in tantan ou - pre ure ratio of th turbocharuer compre or 1 hown in Fiu-
ur .1 ov r the EP tran i nt cyde. Th qualitative aureement between the model-
pr dieted and the m a ured boo t pre ure i \·ery uood. In order to make a quanti-
t at1v compari on. Figure .2 ·how the corr lation between the model-predict d and 
th m a ur d boo t pre ure for one of the t ran i nt cyde te t . The boo t pre ure 
wa normaliz d and xpre ed a th ratio of th boo·t pre ur to the at mo phenc 
pr ur . In Figure .2. the horizontal axi pre ent the mea ured data and th \·er-
ical axi pr nt th model-predict d value . he intercept of the linear reur ton 
lin wa -0.07 . the lope 1.074, and the coefficient of determination 0. . The ideal 
lin ar r gre ion i al o illu trated in Fiuure .2. The equation u ed to calculate 
th e quantiti are aiven in ection 5.5.3. Thi method of quantifying the compari-
on b tween the predicted and experimental data wa cho en becau e it i con istent 
' ith the procedure mandated by the EP. for comparing actual engine peed and 
t rque with their reference value . everal cattered data point far away from the 
lin ar r gr 
r the pha 
ion line might be due to either the error mea urement of the pre ure 
off et between the mea urement and the prediction. Thi technique 
for compari on ma om what exaggerate the difference between the two et of 
data me mall pha hift can gi e the large apparent catter hown in Figure 6.2. 
How ver. the lop and intercept hould till be u eful for making compari on. 
re ment heh een prediction and mea ured value over the entire tran ient 
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rycl wa er n rally good It can be ·een from figure .2 that the model-predicted 
boo t pr · ur ratio: wer l?;enerally lower than tho mea:urecl for pre ·ure ratio · 
than 1.2 and hicrher for pre ·ure ratio crreater than 1.2. Tod arly illu trate the 
ob · rYation. Figure .:3 ·how the in tantaneou compre or pre ure ratio o\·er the 
third · umentofth EP. tran 1 ntcycl for both th experimentalmea ur m nt and 
th mod 1 pr diction . Thi i · th ame data a Figure .1 but on an expanded ca.le. 
It can b en that th mod 1 prediction were lower than th mea ured pre ure 
ratio · for th p riod betw n 20 and iO ·econd when the boo t pre ure 1 hiuh. 
whil hi uh r in th period of 6 0 to i20 econd when the boo t pre ure i low. 
Th ource of th di crepancie i probably the comp re or performance map. 
· di u cl in ection 3.3.1. the compre or map wa the re ult of a combination of 
th xperimental data obtained from thi tudy and data from Garrett' exp riment . 
h xp rimental pr ure ratio obtained from the tudy were mo tly le than 1.2. 
~hil th data for pre ure ratio greater than 1.2 were extracted from Garrett' 
ompr or performance map. Figure 3.4. The inter-laboratory variability could be 
an error ource. Th off t of th pre ure ratio between mea ured and predicted 
at idl condition i due to the minimum compre or efficiency a urned in the model. 
h a umed minimum efficiency could be higher than the actual one. However. 
hoo in a low minimum compre or efficiency cau ed in tability in the turbocharger 
p d calculation .. lt hough ome di crepancie exi ted. the effect of chanue in the 
p rating condition of the engine on the boo t pre ure are accurately predicted. 
Fi ure A how a compari on of the rnea ured and predicted boo t temperature 
for the period of 00 to 00 econd over the EP. tran ient cycle. It can be een 
that th m a ured boo t temperature contain fairly hi uh amplitude pike . The 
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amplitud of the ·e ·pike wa about ) !\' and he frequency abou 0.2 H: The 
,·ariation oft he temperature app ar o be due to noi e. [n ·p1te of the no1 e ·pike he 
trend of h mea ured t mperature 1 clear. The re pon ·e time of he thermocouple 
1- obviou ly too ·low to follow the rapidly chanamu emperature. The diamet r of 
the thermocouple wa not mall nouah. ·o th mea ured boo t temperature \·arie · 
mu h lower than expected. 
linear reare ion analy i indicated that the coefficient of determination be-
we n the predicted and mea ured boo t temperature were aenerally le than 0.60 . 
To ome lara extent, the o cillat1on of the mea ured temperature contribute to the 
poor corr lation. e pecially for the big ·pike at uch a low boo t temp rature ranae . 
.-\ compari on of the predicted boo t pre ure in Figure 6.3 with the predicted 
boo t t mp rat ure m Figure .-l how th y have the ·ame trends. that i . the model 
predicted value of boo t temperature follow the predicted boo t pre -ure. 
Table 6.1 pre ent the re ult· from the tati tical analy i companna the model-
pr dieted and mea ur d boo ·t pre ure and temperature o\·er 12 EP.-\ tran ient cycle 
t . Table .1 al o indicate · that the \·ariation of the experimental boo·t pre ·-
ure from one t 
·) 
t to the next were not ·ianificant. ince a. b. and r- were rouahly 
con · ant. But the variation of the mea ured boot temperature were much laruer. 
Thi - i further indication that the mea urement of boo t temperature for the enume 
w re very difficult. The mea urement of the pre ure for the engine were ea ·y by 
compan on. 
Th primary purpo e of the compan on of the model-predicted boo t pre ure 
and emperature with the experimental data i to confirm that the model ha · the 
ba ic ability to predic them tantaneou equ1\'alence ratio ince the qu1rnl nee ratio 
100 
Table 6.1: C'ompari on of mod I-predicted and mea ured boo t pre 
C'a 
1 
2 
3 
-! 
5 
-
I 
10 
11 
12 
perature 
Pre ure ratio. P'J. 
,, b 
-0.01. LOT-! 
-0.0.5 
-0.0512 1.052 
-0.05-! 1.04 
-0.0.5 1.0.53 
-0.0.5 1.050 
a - Intercept 
b - lope 
0. 
0. 
Pl 
r-
Boo t temperature. T2 
a b r~ 
K 
1.105 o .. 561 
-! 1. - 0. 6 0 .-16-! I 
--!.5.21 1.13-! 0.561 
-:32. 3 1.0 0 0 .. 5-!-! 
- l 'J..23 1.026 o .. 509 
-:3.-!00 1.012 o .. 519 
-25.1 l.OT5 o .. 532 
--!5. 1.1-!2 
-3.5.50 1.111 
-2-1.6.5 LOT 0 .. 52 
-36 .. 53 1.11-1 0.53.5 
-32.2 1.102 0.5.52 
r'.! - C'oeffici nt of determination 
ure and tem-
101 
troni?;ly affected by th boot pr ure and temperature . It -hould be apparent 
from th abo\·e di cu · ion that he model can accurat ly predict the in ·tantaneou.-
enuin boo t pre ·ur durmu the EP. tran ient cycle. but 1t 1 not po ible to -ay 
th1 for boo t t mperature mce the mea ured data i not reliable. It will be hown 
lat r that th turbo haruer p rformanc i predicted \\' ll and tlu provide implicit 
rnlidation of the predicted boo t temperatur . 
6.1.2 Ba k pr ur and t mp e r atur 
The exhau t pr ure and temp rature before the turbocharger turbine were 
meauredduringthet ·t. Figure .. ) how th trajectoryofthebackpre ureboth 
m a ured and predict cl O\"er the EP. tran i nt cycle. To more dearly illu trate 
th trend of the curv . th econd egment of the EPA tran ient cycle i ·hown in 
Fiuur 6.6. 
1gure .i illu trat the linear reure ion analy i for the two cun·e hown 
m Figure . .5. The intercept. lope and coefficient of determination for the linear 
r gre 10n lin were 0.0 3, 0. 24, and 0. 37. It can be een from Figure 6 .. 5- 6.6 
that th model prediction con i ten ly match the mea ured back pre ure over the 
entire tran ient cycle te t, except at very low back pre ure . The ource of the low 
lev Io cilation i probably noi e from the pre ure tran ducer. The difference in the 
ba - lin leYel at idle i probably due to light error in the turbocharger map . 
Good agreem nt between the imulation re ult and the mea urement lead to 
a conclu ion that that the model can accurately predict the back pre ure. Thi 
al o implie that th turbine performance map wa properly con tructed becau e the 
ba k pre ure 1 one of th output from the turbine performance map. In general, 
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the model can predict the back pre ure better than the boo:>t pre-.ure .. nother 
condu ion that can be drawn here t that the model" turbine performance map i 
better than the compre · or performance map. The compre · or performance map 
could be impro\·ed by uenerating more data point on ate t ·tand. Of cour e. the 
accurate mea urement of the temperature i e ential althouuh \·ery difficult. 
Figure and Figure 6. how the imulated and the mea ·ured temperature 
up tream and down tream of the turbine. It i noted that the mea ured temperature 
wer con·iderably lower than tho e predicted. The turbine inlet temperature wa · 
calculated u inu the turbine performance map and deri\·ed from the corrected ma.: 
flow rate. the turbocharuer -peed. and the turbine pressure ratio. The turbtne outlet 
temperature wa calculated u in<T Eq. 3.20. o it was determined by the turbine 
efficiency in addition to the rnriable which determine the turbine inlet temperature. 
'eneral trend in the turbine inlet and outlet temperatures o\·er the ran. 1ent 
cycle were well predicted by the model. Howe\·er. the model-predicted temperature 
were ur ater than tho ·e m a ·ured in the re<Tion of hiuh power output . ..\ ·tati tical 
analy i indicated that the intercept. the lope. and the coefficient of determmation 
of the linear reure ion line for the turbine inlet temperatures were -13-LO K. 1.3-12 
and 0. 0 for the preclicted-,·alue on the mea ured-value . The intercept. he lope. 
and the coefficient of determination of the linear re<Tre ion line for the turbine outlet 
temperature were -264.0. 1..5 3. and 0 . .5 di cu ed in ect ion -!. 1. the turbine 
mlet temperature wa mea ured u inu one thermocouple in ·tcdled in the up t ream 
of the turbine. Due to the un teady nature of the exhau t proce and cylinder to 
cylinder variation in exhau t temperature, the exhaust temperature mea ured by the 
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thermocouple nh· repr n ted a rough mean rnlue of the non-uniform and tune-
van mg t m perat ur . A the en~in xhau -t ml Ye -tart - to open. the ga pa e the 
valv throuuh a con tant nthalpy throttlma proce - characterized by th con tant 
t mp rature aero - the ,·alve. which re ult in udden hiah temp rature m the ex-
hau t port. th exhau t vak op n further, mor ua exit from the cylinder 
at high pe d. Th ga d n i y Ill the cylinder d crea e dramatically, which cau e 
th cylind r t mperature to quickly deer a e followina an i entropic xpan 1on. Con-
- qu ntly, th temperature in the exhau t port decrea e ,. ry fa t. Eventually, the 
ga temp ratur in the exhau t port will reach a con tant value when the exhau t 
xpan ion i compl te . . nother effect wa the non-uniform temperature contributed 
by c ·linder to cylinder variation . . ·tudy howed that the mean temperature of the 
ga l a ing cylinder one and two were hiuher than that for cylinder three and 
four by 11 to 2 [{ i , while the model only predict a inule temperature for he 
xhau t ga . Due to the difficultie m mea uring and characterizing the exhau t tem-
p rature, the model-predicted turbine inlet temperature could not be quantitatively 
com par d. . for the boo t temperature. the agreement in predicted and mea ured 
turbocharger p rformance to be hown later implicit! validate the predicted turbine 
inl t t mp rature. 
It can be en that the pike ob er ed in Figure 6.4 do not appear to be pre ent 
in Fi ure . . However, they do exi t. The rea on for thi i that the larae cale 
for th vertical axi dimini he the height of the pike . They become too mall m 
Fi ur . to b identified but they are till pre ent. 
It wa xpected that the turbine ou let temperature hould not be a time-
ar. m a the turbin inlet temperature, becau e the exhau t ga i well mixed 
10 
aftPr 1t pa th turbin. l'nfortunat ly. the re ult · were in conflict with thi 
exp ctation. The coeffici nt of cl termination for the model-predicted turbine outlet 
temperatur on th mea ured value - wa - lower than that for the mod l-predic ed 
turbin inlet temp rature. The difficulty in mea urrnu the temperature wa - till the 
major contributor to the di er pancy. _ 1 o. the a umption of the con ·tant turbrne 
efficiency could decrea e th accuracy of predicting the outlet temperature . The 
capability of the model in predictinu the turbine outlet temp rature will be di cu · ed 
furt h r after pre nting the re ult · oft he turbocharger peed. 
Table .2 Ii t all th -tati tical re ult by the linear regre ion analy -i for the 
predi t d and th m a ur d back pre ure and emperature . It hould be mentioned 
that the primary r a on for th lack of aureement between the predicted and mea ured 
data i the rror in th m a ured data. 
6.1.3 Turb harg r p d 
The turbocharger peed wa m a ured over a t ran ient cycle u ing the la er de-
tector d cribed in ction 4.1. The model-predicted and mea ured turbocharger 
p ed ar compared in Figure 6.10 for one of the tran ient cycle te t . Figure 6.11 
how th correlation between the model prediction and the mea ured turbocharger 
p ed . The horizontal axi r pre ent the mea ured peed and the vertical axi rep-
re ent the predicted one . The intercept. lope and the coefficient of determination 
for the linear reur ion line were -233.2 rpm, 1.007, and 0. 5 re pectively. 
Th turbocharger peed wa a par icularly difficult quantity to predict ince it 
wa deri ed from both th compre or and the turbine performance map a · well a 
the dynamic turbocharger model. A Eq. 3.23. 3.24, and 3.25 indicated, the turbine 
110 
Table 6.2: C'ompari on of model-predicted and mea ured back pre ure and turbine 
inlet temperature 
C'a e 
Pre ure ratio. p3 P-! I Back temperature. T~ 
1 
2 
3 
{ 
,5 
6 
10 
11 
12 
0.093 
0.107 
0.0 I 
0.0 2 
0.0 6 0.922 
0.122 0. 
0.104 
0.112 
0.12-1 
0.117 
0.11 
0.113 
a - Intercept 
b- lop 
K 
0.9:37 -13-l.O 
0. 46 -15 .I 
0. 37 -1:32.-! 
0. 40 -130. l 
i.:3-l 2 
1.3 2 
1.:33 
1.33 
0. 3 -11 .5 1.319 
-132.0 1.350 
-132 .3 1.3.53 
-1:39.0 1.36/ 
-13.5.l 1.362 
0. 41 -135.6 1.361 
0. 39 -133./ 1.362 
0.940 -132. 1.369 
r 2 - Coefficient of determination 
0. 09 
0. 35 
0. 24 
0. 10 
0.193 
0. 01 
0. 0-1 
0.79 
0. 0.5 
0. 00 
0.193 
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peed i d t rrrnn d by the ga prop rtie at the inlet and outlet of the turbocharger 
compr r and turbm . Th e proper 1e include th pre= ure and temperature. 
For an id al ~a . th t mperature i th mo t important parameter to determine 
th nthalpy. If on of the predicted-t mp ra ure at ei her th inlet or outlet of the 
turbo haru r compre or and turbin 1· not correct. the pr dicted-turbocharuer -p ed 
will b have improp rly . . lthough the pr diction of the turbocharger i complicated, 
th imulation pr dieted it with r a onabl accuracy. Figure 6.12 how how well 
th predict d valu match with th mea ured turbocharuer p ed o\·er the econd 
m nt of the E . tran ient cycle. 
Fiuur .12 how that the predicted turbocharg r pe d exhibited a ·mall OYer-
hoot in th reuion of high power output. Thi might be due to the o\·er-e timated 
temperatur at the turbine inl t. di cu ed previou ly. The high turbine inlet tem-
p rature predict d by the model re ulted in more eneruy (exhau. t ua with higher 
l vel of nthalp ) nt ring the turbin . which contribute to higher peed . B cau e 
th mod 1 can accurat ly pr diet the turbocharger p ed thi indicated that the 
boo t temp rature, the turbocharger turbine inlet temperature and outl t mpera-
t ure are accurately predicted by the model and the primary rea on for the difference 
b tw n predicted and m a ured data i experimental error. Ba ed on the accuracy 
of the turbocharger peed calculation it wa concluded that the model can accuratel 
predict th engine boo t and xhau t tempera ure . 
Tabl .3 h°' the re ult from a tati tical analy i of 12 EP tran ient cycle 
t comparing the model-predicted and mea ured turbocharger peed . Generally 
p akin uood agreement betwe n the model-predicted and mea ured turbocharger 
p d wa ob ained over the EP cycle te t . 
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Table 6.3: C'ompari on 
C' a -e 
1 
2 
3 
-! 
. )
-
I 
10 
11 
12 
of model-predicted and mea-
ured turbocharuer ~ peed 
Turbo peed. Ste 
a b r-
rpm 
-233 .2 0. 
-241.1 
iH.5 
320. 
110 . 
( .15 0. 
1343 . 0. 
1161. 0.9'"1 
12 .s. 0.942 
124.5. 0. -12 
11 2. 0.94i 
1070. 0. 4.5 
a - Intercept 
b - lope 
r 2 - Coefficient of determination 
11 
6.2 1 d ]' apabilit. f Pr di tin Equi al n Rati 
mention d in ' ctton 2.3.3. in ·tantaneou experimental equ1\·alence ratio 
ar v ry difficult to rnea ·ure durinu a tran ient cycle. The equipment et up for thi · 
t udy could not m a ur th equirnlence ratio · directly due to a lack of in tantan ou 
fu l flow rat m a urement-. To ,. rify the model-predicted equivalence ratio durinu 
th tran ient cy l . indirect fu l flow rate calculation were conducted by correlating 
tead_ - tat fuel flow mea urement to tran ient data. 
o timat th in tantaneou equival nee ratio. the di el fuel flow wa mea ured 
during a teady- tat te t. he fuel flow rate at the teady- tate only depend on the 
nm p dandth po itionofanactuatorthatwa attachedtotheuovernorleYerto 
control engine torqu . . erie of t ady- tate te t were conducted and the fuel flow 
rate w re mea ured for different combination of enuine p ed and actuator po ition. 
Ba d on the exp rim ntal re ult . a polynomial equation. Eq. H.l in Appendix H. 
wa cl v lop d to cakulat the die el fuel flow rate. The independent rnriable for 
the quation were the engine peed and the actuator. or rack, po ition. Becau e the 
two ind p nd nt variable were r corded over a tran ient cycle by the computer. the 
in tantan ou di l fuel flow rate could be calculated u ing Eq. H.l. ince the air 
flow rat wa mea ured b a laminar flow element and al o recorded by the computer, 
th in tantaneou fuel-to-air ratio during the tran ient cycle could bee timated. 
igure .13 how the compari on of the model-predicted and the experimental-
alculat d equi alence ratio during an EP tran ient cycle. Their correlation 1 
hown in Fi ure .14. The compari on between the predicted and the experimental-
calculated equival nee ratio how good agreement. 
The regre ion line wa determined by u ing Eq. 5.6 with the x ax.i a the 
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exp rim nt al-calculated equivalence ratio · and the y ax1 a · the model -predicted 
\'alu . The int rcept a. ·lop b. and the coefficient of determination ,.2 for the line 
are 0.020. 0. 32. and 0. 13. 
Fiuure .15 how th predic ed and exp rim nt al-calculated equ1rnlence ra-
t 10 ov r th portion of the EP. tran i nt cycle from 00 to 1200 · cond . Th 
xp rimental-calculat d equivalence ratio were lightly hiuher than tho e predicted . 
. qu tion that hould b addre ed here i whether he liuht di crepanc1e w re du 
to th model or th experim ntal calculation. To an wer th que tion. two variable . 
th air and fuel flow rate , w re tati tically analyzed. Figure 6.16 how - the com-
pari on of the predicted air flow rate and the xp rimental data o\·er the tran ient 
cycl and a cl tail d compari on i u1ven in Fiuure .li for the four h eument of the 
EP tran ient cycl . The aureem nt i excellent althouuh the pr diction are lightly 
higher than the experimental rnlue . The correlation between the model-pr dieted 
and xperim ntal-calculated air flow rat hown in Figur 6.1 . Th intercept. 
lop , and th coefficient of determination are 0.000. 1.022, and 0.9i9 . 
. 1 houuh th air flow rate at both idle and hiah power output condition are 
lightly hiaher than tho e at oth r condition , they followed the enaine tran ient 
operatin condition and matched well with experimental data. By referring to Fig-
ur .10, it can b en hat the cliff rence in a1r flow rate in tho reuion i con i tent 
with that in turbocharger p d. Thi i not urpri ina becau e the turbocharaer at 
th high r peed will force more air through the engine. 
Fi ur .l how the compari on of the model-predicted and xperiment al-
calculated fu l flow rate . To be con i tent with the equivalence ratio and air flow 
rate fi ure , the fuel flow rate are al o hown in detail in Fiuure 6.20 for he period 
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of the fourth ·eument of the EPA tran 1ent cycle. It can be ·een hat the fuel flow 
rate pre<lic ed by the model almo·t o\·erlapped tho e oft he experiment al calculation · 
at th idle condition . Thi i not urpri inu ince the enume i con ·idered o run 
at the ·teady- tate condition durinu the period of idlinu. Becau e he fuel flow 
rate calculation i · perfectly uitable for the ·teady- tate condition. the experimental 
calculation hould ~fre the ame fuel flow rate. It hould be apparent that ince the 
model can accurately predict the fuel flow rate '"·hen enuine i run at idle condition . 
thi implie that the model ha an accurate enuine friction uh-model a · de ·cnbed in 
ection 3.2.3. 
Fiuure .:21 ·how the correlation betw en the model-predicted and expenmental-
mea ured fuel flow rate . The intercept for the correlation line of fuel flow rate i 
0.000. the lope i 1.004. and the coefficient of determination i 0. .5. The coefficient 
of d termination for the air flow rate i con iderably better than that for the fuel 
flow rate . Thi i probably due to a pha e difference between the actuator and fuel 
flow cau d by the uovernor dynamic . A not her example of t hi problem i that the 
peak point of the exp rimental-calculated fuel flow rate are con i tently hiuher than 
tho e pr dieted. a hown in fiuure 6.20. One rea on for thi wa that the aluorithm 
u ed for calculatinu the experimental fuel flow rate during the tran ient cycle wa 
ha ed on teady- tate mea urem nt . To apply t hi equation to predict fuel flow rate 
durinu tran ient cycle . a dynamic model for the re pon e of the fuel flow to a ·udden 
movement of the actuator po ition hould be added. l'nfortunately. uch a model wa -
not availabl for thi ·tudy due o unknown uovernor dynamics which include the 
otal effe ti ma referred to the rack. the vi cou friction coefficient of the movrnu 
part . the pring tiffne . and the load force due o he fuel rack and linkaue friction. 
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If the dynanuc had been known. the m · t ant aneou · rack po ·ition of the go,·ernor 
could have been determined by ol nna a econd order differential equation I . Then 
name pe d and the correc ed actuator po it ion calculated for he dynamic uo\·ernor 
model could be u ed with Eq. H.l to cakulate the in tantaneou fuel flow rate . The 
accuracy of the calculated fuel flow rate would probably be unproved and o would 
the correlation. 
During the cour e of the tudy, a compan on wa made for he total fuel con· 
·umption mea ured during the tran ient cycle and that calculated by intearatina he 
path of the model-predicted in tantaneou fuel flow rate . The relative error wa· de· 
t rmined by u ing Eq .. ).10 to be le than 3.0o/t . At lea tone conclu ion that could 
b drawn here i that the total fuel con umption aiven by the model auree with he 
mea ured value .. t thi point. it can be aid that the enaine model did prO\·ide a 
good e timate of engine in tantaneou equivalence ratio over the tran ient cycle. 
Table A how the re ult · from ·tati ti cal analy e · of the correlation · of the 
model-predic ed value and he experimentally calculated ,·alue of air flow ra e. fuel 
flow rat . and equivalence ratio over the EPA tran ient cycle for 12 te t . 
6.3 Impact of EPA Tran ie nt Cycle chedul on P ar t icul at Emi i n 
Thi ection provide a di cu ·ion of the in tantaneou equivalence ratio and 
particulate emi ion at teady- tate and over the EP. t ran tent cycle. Fir t. the 
di tribution of th en ine peed and the predicted equivalence ratio are a1\·en for 
the cycle. Then a di cu ion i pronded on the effect of the di tnbut1on on the 
particulate emi ion . Thi ection demon trate how the model can be u ed to 
inv ·ttgate a particular engine' re pone to the EP. tran 1en cycle and how 1t can 
Table .-l: C'ompari on of model-predicted and mea ured air and fuel fl.ow rate and 
xperi mental-calculated eq ui ,·alence ratio 
Air A.ow rate Fuel A.ow rate Eq ui ,·alence rat io 
C'a a b r - a b r - a b r -
kg ec ~·g ec 
1 0.000 1.022 0. 0.000 1.004 0.020 0. 32 
2 0.000 1.013 0.000 1.00 0.020 o. 50 
3 0.000 1.020 0. 0.000 0.9 .5 0.02-l 0.925 
-l 0.000 1.025 0. 0.000 1.012 0.022 0.930 
.) 0.000 1.025 0. 0.000 1.01 0.020 0. 4-5 
0.000 1.02.5 0. 0.000 LOO o. 0.023 0. 3 
I 0.000 1.023 o. 0.000 o. I 0. 0.026 o. n 
0.000 1.023 0. 0 .000 1.021 0. 0.01 
0.000 1.021 0. 0.000 1.009 0. 0.020 0. 1-l 
10 0.000 1.020 o. 0.000 1.003 0.021 
11 0.000 1.022 0. 0.000 1.00-l 0.021 
12 0.000 1.023 0. 0.000 1.003 0.01 T 
a - In ercept 
b - lope 
r 2 - Coefficient of determination 
1:30 
Tahl .. 1: Di tribution - of peed and equirnlence ratio O\·er an EP. tran ient cycle 
Di ·tribution Frequency. '( 
1200 -11..54 
1200- 1300 3.00 
pe d 1300- 1.500 .1 i 
1500- 1100 4 ..... 
rpm 1100 1 00 12.01 
1 00 2100 2 .02 
2100 
~0.2.5 
Equiva- 0.2.5- 0.3.5 11.01 
l nee 0.3.5- 0A:- 10.01 
ratio 0.45- 0 .. 55 11. 4 
0 o .. 55- 0.65 .42 
o.6.s I 0. 3 
I ad to a better under tanding of the enain . 
6.3.1 Di tribution of n gm p d and quival n ratio o r an EPA 
tran i nt h dule 
To b tter under tand the EP. tran ient cycle, the di tribution of engine peed 
and equivalenc ratio o er the EPA tran ient cycle were inve tigated. Th equivalence 
ratio wa predicted by the engine model at each of the 1.19 data point of the 
P tran i nt cycle. The purpo e of inve tigating the di tribution wa to provide 
information for tudyina the di tribution of the particulate emi ion over the tran ient 
cycle. Table .. 5 how the di tribution of peed and equivalence ratio o\·er the EP 
tran i nt cycle. <:> in the table denote the equivalence ratio. 
abl .5 how that about 42% of the data point the engine wa run at idle or 
b low idle peed. It i obviou that the behavior of the engine at idle peed 1 very 
important for th particulate em1 -10n ..\1 o. for about 2 l, of the total time the 
enuine wa run at high -peed - b tween 1900 and 2100 rpm Hence. the lewl of the 
particulat matter produced by the ngine running at hiuh -peed i al o important 
for the total particulat mi . ion over he tran 1ent cycle. The di tribution of the 
pr dieted quivalenc ratio - -how that about O~ of the 1.1 equffalence ratio - were 
le than or qual to 0.25. Thi implie that th particulate emi ion at liaht load 
would mak a large contribution to the total particulate emitted from the ename. 
if th 1 v 1 of th particulat m1 ion at the lo'"' load wa hiuh. The di ·cu ton 
h re pro,·id information that ngrne manufacturer could u e m identtfyina the 
nain op ratinu condition that contribute mo t to emi ion . In other word . in 
order to m et the EP pecified particulate emi ion. the manufacturer mu t reduce 
th m1 ion at ho e p cific engine operatinu condition during the EP. tran ient 
cycle. 
It i al o int r ting to know that the minimum equivalence ratio wa found to be 
O.Oi2 and the maximum equivalence ratio wa 0. 97. The minimum equirnlence ratio 
i due to the very low load condition at which the engine i operated. The maximum 
equivalence ratio i due to the udden acceleration of the engine during the EPA 
tran ient c cle. o correctly predict th particulate emi ion at high equivalence 
ratio condition . it i e ntial for the computer model to have the information about 
the particulate emi ion data at thee condition . Thi explain why th turbocharger 
wa removed from the engine to reduce the air A.ow rate and to ex end the equivalence 
ratio to high \alue . 
he EP tran ient cycle con i t of four eamen , each la ting 300 econd . The 
fir t and the fourth eument of the cycle are identical, and imulate 1 ew York non-
132 
Tabl i tribution of :p d and equi\·alence ratio over three different -egment-
of an EP. tran ·i nt cycle 
Di tribution 
1 t or -!th egment 
:3.33 37. I 
3. 7 3.6i 
,:33 -l .00 
.). I .).33 
.33 1 .00 
10.67 2 .33 
1.00 .5.00 
7.00 .). I 
.33 .33 
3. I 6. I 
0. I :2 .00 
fr way dri ing condition . The econd and the third ·eument of th cycle -imulate 
Lo • nuel non-fre way and Lo Anuel fre way driving condition . The complete 
P tran i nt cyd wa broken down into th e four eum nt for tati tical analy e . 
abl how th di tribution of p d and equ1val nee ratio over the three 
different m nt of th EP. tran ient cycl Table 6.6 how that low peed and 
load dominat th fir t and fourth egmen of the tran ient cycle. While low load 
dominate the cond eument of the tran ient c cle, he engine i run at both low 
and hiuh pe d . The third e m nt demon trate the pattern of hiuhway drivmg. 
Th ngin i run mo tly a high p ed. while the load i fairly even di tributed in the 
rang of quivalence ratio between 0.2.5 o 0.55. It appear that more accelerat10n 
happ n in th cond um n of the t ran ient cycle han in the other . The rea on 
for thi i that durinu the econd e ment the enuine i run at an equivalence ratio 
133 
ar ater than 0. 5 for G i>cond -. whil it i gri>ater than 0. 5 for only 2 econd during 
the fir tor the fourth egm nt and no time durinu he third -eament. [t hould be 
pointed out that the only po ibility for the engine to reach the equirnlenc ratio 
gr at r than 0 .. 5 i that he engme experience rapid acceleration. 
It 1- cl ar from thi analy i of the di -tribut1on of the equivalence ratio and it 
po i bl ffect on the particulate emi ion that the model. ba ed on ename charac-
t ri tic clo to th em1 ion-producinu corn bu tion proce . pro,·ide a h1uh deuree 
f fl xibilitv in identifying the important fact affectinu particulate emi ion. 
6.3.2 Di u n f tr nd f parti ula t nu i n 
Figure .22 how th xp rimental teady-·tate particulate emi ion data and 
th polynomial curve - which were fit to the data for ix different engine peed . To 
l arly illu trate the tr nd of the cun·e . Figure .22 1 eparated into two figure . 
On i hown in Figure .23 with the equi,·alence rat10 ranuing from 0.0 to 0.60. and 
th oth r i hown in Figure .2-1 with the equi\·alence ratio from 0.60 to 1.10. 
It wa found that th rate of particulate emi ion i a minimum for an equivalence 
ratio of about 0.50. The rea ·on for thi i that at thi point the engine experienced a 
omplet combu tion with very low hydrocarbon emi ion. which contribute to the 
·oluble oruanic fraction ( 0 F) of particulate . Thi wa accompanied by more oot 
oxidation in the cylinder, which re ulted in le oot production. 
\\'hen the engine wa run either lean or rich of hi minimum point, more par-
ticulate were mitted from the engine .. t lean condition . more unburned fuel and 
lubricant oil contnbut d to OF which in turn increa ed total particulate mi ion. 
. t lean con di ti on he emp rature may be too low to completely burn the e un-
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Tab! . I: ol uble hydrocarbon e.·t rac ion analy ·i 
Filt load Tot al Particulat ~Ia ex racted OF 
("1 ,-
( gm ( 
\102 -1." 0.007-1 
-...-
~I 1 l 0 0.005 
\10" 0 0.00 0.002.n 
~Ill 0 0 00 0.00312 
~112 100 0.00171 1 .00 
burn cl p i . Tab I . I Ii t th re ult from th analy 1 of olu bl hydrocarbon 
xtra ti n for fi\· particulate filt r corr ponclina to fi\· different load at 1200 rpm. 
It i ob n cl that th 0 F g n rally deer a cl with incr a ing load. Thi up port 
th ob rvation that higher OF 1 the rea on for th mcrea tn parti ulate · at liaht 
loacl . 
H \\' \' r. wh nth n tn wa · run at h1 hr E>quirnlenc ratio ar at r than 
0. 0. th part1culat m1 ion incr a · d dramatically. Thi wa du to more ·oot 
mitt cl from th natn at \'ery rich condition . 
h - ob n •ation a r e with th re ult of h1mode et al. 0. They tated 
that t t al part 1 ulat wa low t wh n an engin wa run at medium load. ar at 
ntnbution to th total particulate wa made by OF at hght load and oot at high 
ad. 
\ li t d in abl .. 5. th fraction of 1me that th equivalence ratio 1 greater 
than 0. :' 1 than 1.0o/i. lthouah the p re ntage 1 low, the portion of the 
parti ulat m1 - ion a t hi ran of equ1val nee ratio hould not be neglect cl. tnc 
th fra tion of tim th qui val nee rat1 i · le han 0.2 1 almo 001, if he EP. 
tran 1 nt cy le and h particulat m1 · ion level 1 fairly high at hi condition, 
th ontributi n of at low r equival nee ratio to the otal particulate em1· 10n wa 
i:3 
nificant. 
; n rally p aking. th ff ct of nam p d on par iculate n11 1on wa not a 
trong a th ff t of equi,alence rat io. But it did app ar that h r wa a ignificant 
eff ct of don h particula m1 · ton for equirnlence ratio le - than 0.40. 
t hi h r p d . th ngin produc d hiah r l ' l of particulat nw ion on a rate 
ba 1 for th am qun·al nc ratio Thi - 1 not urpri-ing becau e the frequ ncy of 
th ngtn combu tion ,. nt 1 · high r wh n th ncrine L run at hicrher p d and 
th tim f r o. idation 1 ·. T further mv t1aate wh th r or not th ngme 
p parti ulat mt 10n. th particulate m1 · ton wa expr ed on a 
pr eye! ba 1. that 1·. tn the unit · of m g cycle . f1crure .2.5 how the part1culat 
mt ion n a y l ba 1 ' r u th qu1rnlenc ratio in th range of 0.00- 0. 0 
It can b n from ficrure .2.5 that h encrin p ed do hav an impact on 
h part 1cula e emi 1 n. he ncrme produced higher le' 1 of particulate emi ion 
at ht h r ·p ed for low equ1rnlence ratio except for he peed of 1100 rpm. However . 
th tr nd were r v r d hor ly aft r the qu1valence ratio wa greater than 0.40. 
ht m ant that th ngtn produced lower l vel of particulate em1 ton at higher 
p d for quival nc ratio crreater han 0.40. 
Th trend of th particulat em1 ion during th EP. ran tent cycle will b 
d1 cu d in th ne t ect ion . 
6.4 M d l' apabili f Pr di ting Tran nt Parti ulat Emi 1 n 
th particulate m1 ton data obtained from tran tent cycle 
and corr pondin model prediction -. 
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Tahl Pr dieted and mea -ured particulate enu ion durin~ EP ran ient cy-
d 
\\"ork. ~ lr - Hr B P ,gm b.U \' - Hr 
-1.07 
4.04 4.13 76 
T t 2 3. I 3.23111 
T t 3 ·l.04 3.61524 
Te t 4 4.02 3.9 ,5 
T t 5 3. 3.53740 
T t 6 3. 7 3.362 5 
T t i 4.00 3. 20 1 
Te t 4.01 4.0090.5 
Te t :3 .. 5 :3.03 24 
Te t 10 4.00 3.99 06 
t 1.1 3 .. 546.54 
T t 12 
~I an 3.6 07 
... TD 0.34640 
c i · 0.75 9.4.5 . 2 
R E, °1c -t-2.01 - 2.57 - 4.41 
6.4.1 Compari on f mod predi tion and m a ured tran nt particu-
lat m1 1011 during th EPA tran ient cycle 
pr v-iou ly mentioned, the engine wa run over 12 EPA tran ient cycle . The 
particulate matt r wa mea ur d during thee te t . The total particulate emi ion 
wa calculated u inu the method di cu ed in ection .5 .. 5.1. Corre pondingly, the to-
tal par ticulate emi ion wa predicted by the engine model, a di cu ed in ection 3 .. 5. 
Table . li t th total particulate emi ion calculated from the experimental data 
and the particulate emi ion predicted by the model. The mean, ample tandard 
cl viat1on ._ TD, and relative error RE of the experimental data were provided in the 
tabl . RE wa determined by u ing Eq. 5.10. 
1-1 1 
h model-predic t <l particulate emi ··ion wa · compared with the a\·eraged par-
ticulat m1 ·ion from the 12 te t . It 1· apparent that the tran ·ient particulat e 
em1 ion wa well predicted by the model with the relative error of 2 .. )7 '1 for the 
total parti ulat ma -· and of -!Al C--C for the pecific particulate emi ion. 
For th purpo of rnluatinu the vanat1on in the experimental data, the co f-
fici nt of ariation ( C 1 .. ) wer calculat d for the total work. particulate emi ion. 
and pecific particulate emi ion . c1- i defin d a the ratio of the tandard deviation 
to the m an. It expre th di per ion of the experimental data on a percentaue 
ba ·i . that 1 , relative rather than ab olute. Table 6. how that the variation m 
total work output from th enuine from one te t to the next i ·mall. Thi mean the 
th ngin wa well controlled and followed the EP. tran ient t t procedure. The 
coeffici nt of variation for both the total particulate emi ion and pecific emi ion 
ar low r than 10%. The value i con iderably b tter than 1.5 °1c value reported by 
tein t al. 1 
how the di tribution of th particulate emi ion over the 6 different 
range of th quivalence ratio . The third column how the percen age of the total 
particulat mitted from the engine for he different range of the equivalence ratio . 
It can be een that .06% of the total particulate wa emitted when the enuine wa 
run at low load condition . The amount of the par iculate produced in the engine wa 
fairly v nly di tributed for the equivalence ratio between 0.2.5 and 0.5.5 .. !though 
only 0. 3% of the total time the engine wa run at equivalence ratio greater than 0.2.5, 
2. % of the total par iculate were emitted for these load . Table 6. 1mplie that 
to reduce the particulate emi ion durinu the EP. tran ient cycle, the key problem 
~olve i the hi h level of particula e emi ion at low load. Once again. the model 
1-!2 
Table .. . Di t ribution of the particulate emi:-ion o,·er the predicted equirnlence 
ratio 
Equirnl nee Rati~ 
0.2.5 
0.2.5 - 0.3."' 
0.3.5 0.45 
0.-1.5- 0 .. 5.5 
0 . ."'.5- 0.65 
0.6.5 
Frequency. cr:c 
,5 . . 
11.01 
10.01 
11. -! 
A2 
0. 3 
'( of Total Par iculate 
i.10 
10 .. 50 
-!.36 
2.6 
provid directional information about where the manufacturer ·hould work on the 
engin to reduce th particulate emi ion. 
6.-1.2 Compari on of m d l pr di tion and m a ured parti ulat m1 -
i n during four egm nt f th EPA tran ient c cl 
The particulate were al o collected eparately over the fou r egment of the 
EP. tran 1 nt cycle . h calculated experimental data for three independent te t 
were compared with the model prediction and the re ult are Ii ted in Table 6.10. 
It can b een that the model predicted pecific particulate emi ion were 
within 7<rr.. oft he averaged xperimental data for all the egment . The experimental 
data how d that the av raged pecific particulate emi ion du rinu the fourth egment 
wa A °1c le than that during the fir t eument. The rea on fo r thi might be 
due to the temperature difference of the cylinder between two the two eument . 
. lthough the enuine wa tarted at hot- tart condition , the cylinder temperature 
for the fourth egment would be higher than that for the first egrnent. The rea on 
for t hi i that the fourth egrnent follow the third egrnent that i a high power 
output period, while the fir t eurnent tart after the 20-minute 'hot- oak period 
1-l '.3 
abl .10: Predict d and mea ured particulat en11 1on O\·er four -eument of 
p t ran ient cy I 
\\·ork. J.. ir - Hr B P, gm bklr - Hr 
0.51 1.-114 
Te t 1 0.5 lAl 
Fir t Te t 2 0 .... . - 1..5-12 
um nt Te t :3 l..'"Oi ...__ 
:\[ an lA 
RE % ~ l.i.) - 2.17 - 5.03 
~Iodel 0. 1 1.020 1.2 ,5 
T t 1 0.77 1.0.57 1.373 
ond T t 2 0. 0 0.940 1.175 . 
gm nt Te t 3 O.i 1.1 6 1.533 
:\I an 0.7 1.064 1.360 
RE % ~3 . . 5 - -1 .14 - 6. 
:\Cod el 2.13 1.002 0.470 
Te t 1 2.10 0. 91 0.472 
hi rd Te t 2 2.10 1.14-! 0.5-!.5 
gm nt Te t 3 2.11 0.9 4 0.457 
:\lean 2.10 1.033 0.4 1 
RE, % 1.43 - 3.00 - 4 .2 
l\Iod l 0.57 0. 0 1.422 
T t 1 0.55 0.777 1.416 
Fourth Te t 2 0.5 0.731 1.312 
egment T t 3 o .. 53 1.31 
:\lean 0.55 1.34 
RE % ,-3. 4 ~.5.41 
1-l-l 
p cifi cl by tht- EP . . The engin i PXp ct d to produce more particulate at th 
low rte I t mp ratur than at a hiuher t ·t t mp rature 2 Thi · i · due primarily 
to ad orp ion of uncombu ted die l fu 1 and lubrication oil. The ame trend · w re 
r ported from D tro1t Di I.. ·avi tar. and 'ummin 3 . R ult from thee three 
ngin manufactur r how that th p cific particulate nw ion · dunng the fourth 
egm nt are con i t ntly lo,,·er than tho e durinu the fir t eum nt with the amount 
of 2%. O':f . and 24°1< r pecti\· ly. It can b concluded that th part1culat mi - ion 
data from th di er te tran -1 nt t t · were con it nt with thi findinu. 
Tabl .10 al o how that th mod I-predicted total amount of th particulate 
wa within 2- 4 c 1 than th averaged experimental data for the fir ·t. ·econd and 
third gm nt . whil about 10'1 high r than the averaued xpenmental data for the 
r urth gm nt. 
B cau the mod l applied th ame method to calculate the particulate emi . 
ion for th fourth gm nt a for the fir t eument. the model over-e timated the 
particulat em1 10n for th fourth grnent by .6 % for the total amount of the 
particulate mi ion and .). 13 for the pec1fic particulate emi 10n. 
o ummarize th above di cu ion, the model i able to predict the pecific 
particulate mi ion for each ument of the tran ient cycle with an accuracy of 
73 of th exp rim nt al mea ur ment . Thi conclu ion i ba ed on he number of 
th te t a ailabl . ;\lore experimental data i needed to uive more accurate referenc 
. It i mor difficult to mea ure the particulate for the eurn nt of the tran ient 
y l than for the entire EP. tran ient cycle. There are two primary rea on for 
t h1 . ne i that the 1 ngth of irne for amp ling the particulate em1 ion for each 
egrnent i not lon nou h. only 5 minute . Le particulate would be collec ed on 
t hP part icula fil r . which creat e problem for the filter weigh ing .. no her r a on 
i t ha th t chniqu u d o coll c h incli,·idual par icu lat e ample · i not preci e 
n uuh .. \ di cu d in tion .). :3. two particulat ·amp! w r coll c d durina 
a com pl t d P. t ran i nt cycl . it h r f r th fir · and hi rd gment · or for the 
cond and f urth gm nt h ti1111ng f r tartin h parti ulat amplina ~ t m 
wa cont roll d manually. Id ally th ·y em hould b urn d on at the pre i 
tarting point of that um nt. Du to th natur of th amplina ·y em di cu , d 
in Y t m had to b tart d b fore th - gment b ~in in ord r 
a hi ,. ac urat control. . th nd of the gm nt. th y t m wa manually 
turn cl ff. It i po ible tha th \·ariation of th t nuth wa -::2 cond. I 
1 known for th EP t pro dur hat th ngrn 1 op rat cl at idl condition 
b tw n any tw m nt . Th qu1val nc ratio at thi condition 1 about 0.1 and 
by u in Eq. 3.31. th r would b -! 119 of particulate emitted in on - cond . Th 
vanation fth t tin lngthcould ontribut toanerrorofabout2~ ofth toal 
particulat mi · ion in that gm nt. Th rror in h m a urem nt could incr a ·e 
th p r nta rror b tw n predict d and exp rim ntal particulat . One thing 
that mt ht b d n wi hout modifyin th ·y t mi to run more t t to gen rat 
m r particulat m1 ion data. In thi way, th av ra d data will b mor a curate 
than tho t\' n in abl .1 . 
mak th mod 1 accurat ly pr diet th particulat mi ion for differ nt tart-
10 onditi n of h n me. om kind of correlation hould be inve ti ated. For 
in anc . th corr lation b tw n th chanue in the particulate mi ion and the 
n in t t mp ratur . hi corr lation urely will d p nd on experimental da a. 
1-!6 
7. 0 
Th objective of t hi re earch were to develop a model to predict the in tan-
taneou ngine equivalence ratio over a tran ient cycle. to predict the particulate 
em1 ion during t ran ient cycle . and to compare the model prediction with experi-
m ntal data to rnlidate the model. The purpo e of thi chapter i to ummarize the 
model re ult a th y related to the objecti,·e and then to propo e recommendation 
for future re earch. 
7.1 ummar 
'ompari on of the model-predicted data with experimental mea urement were 
arn d out under hot- tart EP. tran ient cycle te t . The parameter di cu ed 
included engine intake manifold pre ·ure and temperature, turbocharuer turbine inlet 
pre ure and temperature and turbine outlet temperature, turbocharuer ·peed, air 
flow rate, fuel flow rate, equivalence ratio, and particulate emi ion. A di cu ion wa 
provided on the impact of the di tribution of the engine peed and equivalence ratio 
over the EP. tran ient cycle on the particulate emi ion. The re ult are ummarized 
blow: 
1. ood agreement wa obtained between the model-predicted turbocharger 
compre or and turbine pre ure ratio and the experimental data. The 
1.1 I 
coefficien of cl termination wa aenerally about 0.90 an<l the lop wa 
about := l e"' of unity. 
:2. It hou 11h 11 o<l aureement wa - not e tabli hed between the mod I-pr die ed 
boo t t mperature and urbocharuer turbine inle and out! t tempera-
tur and th xp rim ntal m a ur m nt . th mod 1 did correctl} predict 
tr nd - in th mp ratur with chanue in the enuine operation condition ·. 
:3. Th mod 1 accurately predicted the t urbocharuer -peed. The lope. and 
co ffici nt of cl termination from th reure - ion analy 1 • wer uen rally 
gr at r than 0. 0 for the predicted turbocharger peed on the experimental 
data. 
·L Th model accurat ly predicted the in tantaneou air flow rate with a 
lop f 1.02 and the co ffici nt of determination of 0. . compared with 
th e, p rim ntal mea ur ment . 
~ The mod l pro,·id d uood prediction of he in tantaneou fuel flow rate 
with a lop of 1.00 and a coefficient of determination of 0. 7, compared 
wi h the . perim ntal calculation ha don the teady- ate fuel flow rate 
model. 
Th mod l provid d a good e tirnation of in tantaneou equivalence ratio 
O\" r th t ran ient cycle. . lin ar reure ion analy i howed t ha the lope 
and co fficient of d termination for the in tantaneou equivalence ratio 
w r 0. 3 and 0. 1. Part of the cliff rence between the model-predicted 
and th m a ur d equi,·alence ratio i believed to be due o irnpo ina the 
ady- ·tate fu 1 flow rate on the ac ual tran 1ent fu 1 flow rate. 
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I. The t acly- tate particulate mi · ion data incli cat cl ha both he equi\·-
al nee ratio ancl the engine peed affected the par iculate em1 ··10n. T h 
particulat r111 · ion produc d by the ename wa higher at both low and 
high quirnl nc rat10 than at m dium quirnl nee ratio . The particu-
lat mi ion incr a cl with th increa ·rng of th engme pe cl at low r 
rana of the quival nee ratio. while decrea · d at hiaher range · of th 
equi\·al nee ratio. 
h mod l pro\·id d a way to analyze the in tantaneou · particulate emi ·-
ion during th ran ient cycle. Thi i gr atly up rior to the experimental 
m a ·ur rn nt by dilution m thod. becau e the experim ntal mea urement 
can only gi\· final total particulate mi ion. 
Th mod l accurately predict d the die el particulate emi ion dunna the 
EP. tran ient cycle and the four individual egment of th EP. tran ient 
cycl her latl\e error betw n the model-predicted particulat em1 ·10n 
and th aY rag mea ur ment wa 2. % for the total particulate emi ion 
and 4.-1 01. for he pecific brake pecific particulate mi ion over the EP. 
tran i nt cycl . For th four gment s of the tran ient cycle, the model 
a n rally predict d the particulate emi ion in the ame accuracy a for 
th EP. tran i nt cycle. Th model wa validated by the xperimental 
mea ur ment . 
10 . Th di tribution of th particulate emi ion over the tran ient cycle pro-
vid d u eful information for r ducing ran 1ent particulate emi ion . 
1-l!.J 
7.2 R omm ndati n f r Futur \ rk 
t>\' ral chang to he model are ugue -ted rn h1 - ection. The:e uuge t1on - are 
ba · d on th exp nenc uained dun nu the de,·elopment and ,·enfication oft he model. 
h hang ugue ·ted here are xpect d to impro,·e the capability of the model to 
b tt r pr diet qui,al nc ratio and particulat emi -- ion . Potential n ,,. application 
of th mod I will al o be provided tn th - ction. ome uuue tion r lated to th 
exp rim ntal work are al o di cu ed. 
1. h com pr or map n ed to be impro\·ed. The com pre or map u ·ed 
for th1 · ·tudy wa ba ed on both th laboratory ma urem nt and the 
turbo harg r manufacturer· data. The inter-laboratory rnriability could 
contribute to error in the compr or performance map. The compre or 
could b remov d from the engine and placed on a te and o that a 
com pl t d compre or map could be con ·true ed. An improved compre or 
map could al o r duce the comput r time. 
2. In ord r to predict the particulate emi ion for different ·tarting condi-
tion , th model hould include a corr lation bet we n th particulate em1 -
ion and the engine te ·t temperature. The correlation could be developed 
from exp riment . 
3. Th mod I could be applied to predic SOx em1 ton during tran ient 
cycle . The rea on for t hi i that th X 0 r em1 ion 1 al o primarily 
d p ndent on he equivalenc ratio. 
4. he t mperatur mea urement on the engine need o be improved. The 
work n din o be done include relocatmu ome of the thermocouple 
and changing all th thermocouple - on h engine to fa t re ponse ,-er-.ion · . 
. ). Th corr lat ion on fu l flow ra _ did pro,·id a way to compare the model-
pr diet d and m a ur d fuel flow rate. Th another way :uaae ed here i -
om a ur th in tantaneou concen ration of C'02 in the enaine exhau t 
a . which could provid a econd e timation of the engin equivalence 
ratio. 
Th time con tant for controlling the particulate -amplina flow rat could 
b r due d. Th pre ent tim con tant i one econd. If 1t i too fa - . th 
modulating valve cannot r pond. e ing th econdary dilution tunnel. h 
rate of d po ition of th particulate on the filter i lowered, the amplmu 
flow rate i not aoing to chanue ignificantly in one econd. Five econd 
would b a rea onabl valu for a period of control. 
I . . utomatic olenoid control valve could be in talled tn th particulate 
amplinu y tern to achieve good timing control and improve the accuracy 
of th particulat mea urement . 
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APPE DI DIFFERE TIAL EQ 
M DEL 
TI F TI 
'ix cliff rential equation were derived from the enerC7y and ma-- balance di -
cu d in ection 3.2.1. Th th rmodynamic qua i- -teady- tat enCYine combu tion 
model i ha ically con tructed by the e equation . The -ix equation are pre ented 
a follow . 
The ma balanc give the following expre ion: 
dm / I I 
dB =mm - mf - mottl (A.l) 
Th apparent fuel ma burning rate wa ba ed on the model propo ed by Wat on 
t al. .5 . It i u d to calculate the rate of enerCYy input to the enC7ine. 
( .2) 
The . nnand correlation 62 i u ed to determme the rate of heat tran fer be-
tw n th com bu ti on C7a and the cylinder wall . 
1 (A)[ J.· 07 4 4] Q = 6.V 0.4 B (Re) · ( T - Tw) , b( T - T w ) (A.3) 
Ba ed on the ma balance and the definition of the equi,·alence ratio, the rate 
of chan in the equivalence ratio i defined a follow . 
1 f <!> 
( 
I <Pin - <1> I <Z>out - O 
min1 T f Orn - moutl -t f ¢out 
( • .4) 
m 
1 0 
From th fir ·t law of h rmodynanuc. the rate of change in the cylinder ga.:-
pr ure wa ·oh· <l to b : 
dp 
d() -
EE - FF~ 
DD ( .5) 
Th rat of the chanue in the cylind r ua emperature i · deri,·ed from the ideal 
ga law quat1on and xpre ed a follow . 
dT 
dfJ 
GG - (l· - mT~6 9J}) ~ 
m ( R ..- T9r/}) 
{ _.\ . ) 
Th Fiv int rm diate t rm in the differential equation . .. ) and . . are u1wn 
a follow . au 
cc = QT 
R- TW} 
DD (Ccp· m [( C' C' ) T R fJ u ] Op Op 
EE - Q1 - (CC + l )pdJi- .,.. m~nhin + mjh f - m~uth out -
FF - m (C'C)T f) R - ou 
Oo Oo 
·c· dl · T , a R , RT 
T T = P([B - m o 0¢ - m 
th r ariable have been defined in ection 3.2. 
RT(CC' ) - u ~ 
Th e ix equation plu the ub-model for imulating the ngm intake and 
e, hau t proce e de cribed in ection 3.2.2, are inteurated imultaneou ly by u inu 
th differ ntial quation olver L ODE 6 . The integrated re ult will identify the 
thermal prop rtie oft he c lind r ga and determine the work output from he engine. 
In thi way, the thermodynamic qua i- tead - tate engine model can interact with 
the mod 1 for the other y tern component . 
1 1 
PPE DI B . LIBR TI F PRE RE TRA D ER 
Four pr · ure tran ducer were calibrated. Thre of them were Viatran :\Iodel 
141 pr ure tran -duc r , which were calibrated with a d ad-weiuht te -t r. The 
oth r wa a cliff r ntial pr ure tran ducer, which wa calibrated with reuulated 
compre d air and a mercury manometer. The output iunal from the \'iatran 
:\ Iod l Hl pr ur tran due r are in the millfrolt range. and are connected to the 
low-l v l voltag panel of the Z-3 RTI- 20 board. The high-level voltage panel of 
th Z-3 RTI- 20 board rec i\·e the rnltage ignal from the differential pre ure 
tran due r. Th calibration procedure and the valid.it) of the calibration curve are 
di cu eel in thi app ndix. 
The three \ 'iatran :\Iodel 1-!l pre ure tran ducer were individually in tailed 
up tr am of the orifice in the pnmary dilution-air line. up tream of the orifice in the 
ondary dilution-air line, and up tream of the turbine inlet. 
B fore mounting the tran due r . they were calibrated on a dead-weight te ter. 
'alibration data w re obtained by loading and unloading the weiuht on the te ter. 
The voltage wa recorded for each pre ure etting. fter takinu the mea urement . 
a linear r gre - ion analy i wa earned out to fi a traight line to the experimental 
data. 
Th differential pre ure tran ducer wa in talled after the engine compre or to 
Table B.l: Data for pres -ure tran <luc r 
Typ Rang r ag ''O a 1 r-
0.0- 21.0 b11r 
--
\ ia. 141 1 -t Dilution 0.5 bar 0.14 bar m\· 1.000 
\ ia. 141 0.0 - br1r 2nd Dilution -0.033 bar 0.14 bar ml" o. 2 
\ ia. 141 0.0 - 2.1 bar Back Pr ure 0.00-!i bar 0.0 bar m\. 1.000 
Di ff. 2.li- 0.4 /..·Pa Boo t Pr - ure -0.13 /..·Pa 20. 47 /..Pa '. 1.000 
m a ur the int ak manifold pre ure. For calibration, air pre ure wa applied to 
th pr ure t ran due r and a m rcury manometer wa u d to mea ure the pr -ur . 
ft r th calibration. a linear re<Tre ion analy i - wa al -o performed to check the 
validity of h lin ar equation. 
abl B.l how the pr -ur range . the co fficient of th linear equation . and 
th co ffici nt of <let rmination for the four pre ure tran ducer . The <Teneral 
form for calculatinu th pr ··ure j - de cribed a follow . 
( B .l) 
wh r 
P = pr . ur appli d to th tran due r 
l · volta<T output from the tran ducer. and 
ao and a 1 =coeffici nt . 
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PPE DI IR IT F R THE LIGHT DETECT R 
iuure C'.l how the circuit for the liuht det ctor which wa de iuned for mea-
uring the turbocharu r peed a di cu - din ection ·Ll. 
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PPE DI D . FRE E Y-TO- LT GE ERTE R 
LIBR TI 
.-\ calibration wa conducted for two frequency -to-\·oltage converter . one u ed 
in th particulate ampling y tern and the other u -ed in the turbocharuer -peed 
mea urem nt. Th frequenc y- to-,·oltag converter ( F\"C' ) com·ert -quare wa\·e in a 
L form to analou voltag . Th y accept a w1d variety of periodic wa\·eform and 
produc an analog output proportional to frequency. The calibration procedure and 
curv ar pr nted in t hi app ndix. 
D .1 60 H z Fr u n -to- oltag C onv rt er C alibrat ion 
hi conv rt r wa u d to convert the frequency ignal from the ROOT meter 
di ·cu cl in ct ion 4.-1.L which wa u ed to mea ure the particulate amp ling flow 
rat . to an analog voltage ignal o that the computer could record the flow rate. The 
converter can be operated linearly at a frequency of up to 60 Hz which corre pond 
to ;" \"d output. ixte n mea urement were taken and a linear expre ion wa fit to 
th data to generate the calibration line -hown m Figure D.l. The followinu equation 
wa · d veloped to how the relation hip between the frequency input and the voltage 
out put. 
l " = 2.-1412 10 - 2 ..;... ...1731 x 10 - 2 f ( D.l ) 
5 
> 
a) 4 
CJ) 
(Q 
~ g 3 
2 
1 
20 
Lo6 
30 40 
Frequency, Hz 
50 
0 exp. data 
linear reg 
60 
Fiaure D.l: Calibration line for the 60Hz frequency-to-voltaae converter 
where 
f =the frequency input from a function aenerator in Hz and 
l "=the voltaae output in \·olt ·. 
Th co fficient of determination for the equation i 0. . 96. 
Th calibration data to relate the voltaae produced by the frequency-to-\·oltage 
converter to the actual air flow rate were obtained by adju tina the particulate am-
piing ball rnke. which i hown in Fiaure -l.2. to nine different flow rate . At each 
ttmg. the ampling volume flow rate and the voltage were recorded. The former 
wa di play don the KEPTROL R T counter and the latter wa read from the \·ol -
a e meter which wa connected to the output of the converter. The calibration line 
hown in Fiaure D.2. 
t.. 
..i;;: -M 15 i:: 
10 
161 
0 exp. data 
linear reg. 
5 .__..._..._...._..._......__.__.__.___..__..__.___...._.__..._..._...._...__.__.__.__.__.___..__.__. 
2.0 25 30 3 5 4 0 45 
'oltage, ~ ·olt 
Ficrure 0.2: ampling volume flow rate v . voltage 
. linear reare ion aa\·e the followina equation to calculate the flow rate from 
the voltage with a co fficient of determination of 0.9 91 . 
Qrt = 0.1 23 - 3.6610i · I 0.2 ) 
where 
Qrt = the volume flow rate throucrh the ROOT meter in m:3 h. and 
\ ·= the voltage output in volt . 
It can be calculated that the frequency-to-\·oltacre converter i able to mea ure 
the amplincr flow rate up to 1 .. 5 m3 h which corre pond to an input of 60 Hz to 
the converter and an output of 5 V from the converter. 
80000 
70000 
E 60000 Q. 
~ 
-0 
Q) 
50000 
Q) 
Q. 40000 
(/) 
0 3000'0 _o 
~ 
:::> 
20000 t-
10000 0 exp data 
linear reg 
0 
0 2 3 4 5 
Voltage. Volt 
Figure 0.3: Calibration line for the t.:300 Hz frequency-to-voltage con\·erter 
D.2 1300 Hz Fr quenc -to-Voltage Con ert r Calibration 
.\. frequency-to-voltaue converter wa u ·ed to convert the frequency -JUnal gen· 
erated from the t urbocharuer peed -en or to an analou rnltage ·1gnal ·o that the 
comput r could record the turbocharuer ·peed a · di cu ed in ect1on -Ll. The con-
\·erter could b linearly operated at a frequency up to 1300 Hz which corre ponded 
to a .5 \ ·de output. Thirteen mea urement · were taken with a function uenerator 
and a voltaue m ter . The minimum and maximum frequency input to the com·erter 
w re 102 Hz and 1300 Hz which corre pond to minimum and maximum turbocharuer 
peed of .120 rpm and i .000 rpm. The calibration line wa · uenerated by fittinu 
the mea ured data to a · tra1ght line expre ion a indicated by Fiuure 0.3. 
Eq. 0.3 can be u ed to calculate the turbocharuer peed with the mea·ured 
output \'oltag of th com·erter. 
\• - •) '3 t - - i -6 ·3 - - l l . ·t(---·'1:.1•-+- ) .... 
wh re 
Ste th turbo harg r ·p cl in rpm and 
i · th Yoltau output of th con\·erter in \·olt 
h co fficient of cl t rmination for th equa ion 1 1.0000. 
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PPE DIX E. LIBR TI F THE DIL TI IR Y TE f 
Thi app ndix di cu - the calibration procedure for the primary and -econdary 
dilution air y t m and the validity of the calibration curve . 
E.l Primary Dilution Air tern Calibration 
he primary dilution air fl.ow rate wa controlled by a 3.6 cm diameter rnooth-
dged orifice, who e location i hown in Figure 4.1. The calibration had been per-
formed b for the author tarted the project. The following equation wa extracted 
from Benn tt .\Iurray· ~I. . The i 39J. 
mpda = - 0.l 5 ..,_ 0.0705 ( p~) - . 06 x 10 - -1 ( p~) 2 (E.l) 
\ Tpor Tpor 
wher 
mpda - the ma fl.ow rate of primary dilution air in ku , 
Ppor = the ab olute tatic pre ure up tream of the orifice in kPa, and 
Tpor - the temperature up trearn of the orifice in K. 
E.2 condar Dilution y tern Calibration 
The location of the rnooth-edued orifice in the econdary dilution tunnel i 
·hown in Figure -1.1. The diameter of the orifice i 2.0 mm. Ten different pre ure 
111 
t t ina w r obtain d by chan~ing th - tting of the pre - ure reaulator that wa -
lo at d up tr am of he orific . The pre -. ure_ were larg nough to achi \·e choked 
flow . her wa a ROOT m ter attach d to the pip down -tream of th orifice 
m a ure th air flow rat Th calibration e -up al ·o indud d a rncuum pump 
whi h wa in all d b tw en th orific and the ROOT m ter. Th pump wa: 
in op ration dunng th calibration. which imulated the actual op ration of the 
particulat ampltng -y -t m. he data recorded durina the calibration were the 
at mo ph ric pre ur . the pre · ur and temperature up tr am of the onfice. and th 
air t mp ratur b fore th ROOT m ter. 
h following equa ion wa de,·eloped for determinina the ma flow rate in 
th - condary dilution tunn l. The co ffi tent of determination. r 2 . for the linear 
r gr -ion lin i - 0. CJ • 
· - 4 ( P or ) m da = -l.260 x 10 _._ 0.6443.5 =--
\ T or 
( E.2 ) 
Th unit of m da· P or. and T or are l.·g min. bar, and K. re pecti,·ely. Figure E.l 
how th calibration curve for the condary dilution air flow . 
r.: .... 
~ --C7'l ~ 
Cl.I 
.oj 
<d 
~ 
~ 
0 
~ 
0.25 
0.20 
0.15 
0. 10 
0.05 
0.00 
0. 10 
1- ·) ,_ 
0.15 0.20 025 
P, or " T or. bar " {\ 
0 exp. data 
linear reg 
030 035 
Figure E.l : Calibration curve for econdary dilution air ·y ·tem 
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PPE DI F . A IPLI G Y TEM LEAK TE T 
The particulate amplinu y -tem hould be adequately ealed otherw1 ·e the l ak-
ag of atmo pheric air into the y tern reduce the amount of diluted exhau ·t that 
pa - through th particulate filter. If the amount of the leakage remain con tanL 
th m a ured particulate emi ion will have a y tematic error. But if the leakaue 
rate i intermitt nt in nature the mea ured particulate enu ion will po - e - a more 
random error. In both ca e the error alway ·hift the data in one direction. The 
purpo e of the 1 ak te t wa to determine if the y tern wa adequately -ealed. The 
pro edur for conducting the leak te t i outlined in thi appendix. 
To conduct a leak te -t. the par iculate ampling y tern wa loo e wrapped with 
pla tic bag . The pac betwe n the y tern and the pla tic wa filled with 99.9 % 
pure C'02 ga . The · y tern wa operated a u ual with two filter placed on the filter 
hold r. Th volum flow rate wa maintained at 12.l m3 h and the y tern kept at 
a vacuum of 50. kPa b tween the ample pump and the filter holder. which were 
the normal op rating condition for the particulate ampling y tern. If the y tern 
ha a leak, ome C02 hould appear at the exit of the y tern. A Beckman ~Iodel 
-1 non-di per ive infrared radiation analyzer wa u ed to make the carbon dioxide 
m a urement . The concentration of the ample ua down tream of the ROOT 
m ter wa mea ·ured to be only 0.16%. The concentration wa o low that the leakage 
11-l 
of atmo-ph ric air into the } t m wa con idered to b n gligible. ~Io. t of he I akag 
wa b li \' d to b a ocia ed with the haft al- on the ampling pump mce the 
fl.ow wa n aligibl relati\·e to the total ampl flow. no action wa: taken o reduce 
t hi l akag flow. 
y t m \'acuum t wa - al o perform d to charactenze th y-t m l akage. 
h valv in th condary dilution air line, th \'alv on the particulate ·ample 
tran fr tub . and th \'ah· b tween the ampl pump and the RO T meter. a 
·h wn in Figur 4.2. w re all hut. Th \'acuum vah· wa · opened and th rncuum 
pump u d to draw th } t m down to a vacuum of 11.1 kPa . ..\ ·topwatch wa u·ed 
with th y t m' vacuum aage to monitor th leak-down of the y tem. The vacuum 
valv wa do cl during th I ak-down o that th vacuum pump and conn cling hoe 
would not b a part of th l ak t t. 
Fi ur F .1 how a normal l ak-down curv . Th normal leak-down rate i 
a ptabl a m ntion d above b au the rate of leakage i I than 0.1 o/c of the 
ma fl.ow rat of th particulate ample a long a the vacuum m the y em 
than 50. kPa. During th actual particulat amplina proce , the vacuum of 
th y t m wa u ually in th range of 27 .1 to 1.0 kPa depending on the particulate 
I adin of the filt r. Throu hout th exp riment the y t m wa periodically checked 
for l akag u in th vacuum pump. I t wa concluded that he y t m wa ad quately 
al d for th t proaram. 
80 
D 0 day 1 
70 0 0 day 2 
60 
co a... 50 .::It. 
E 40 
:J 
:J 
0 30 co 
> 
20 
10 
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0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
Time, second 
fiuure F .1: Xormal leak te t re ult 
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APPE DIX G. FILTER WEIGH! G PR ED RE 
The p rocedure for weighing the particulate arnplina filter i de cnbed tn thi 
app ndix. A :\Iettler ...\£2-10 dual ranae balance wa located in an environmentally 
cont roll d weiahina chamber. The in ide of the weiuhing chamber wa · free of du ·t 
and oil-fr e air wa - contmuou ly diffu ·ed into the chamber to keep the temperature 
and relatl\·e humidity con tant. The temperature and the humidity in the chamber 
wer recorded over th period of the te t . Fiaure G. l and Fiaure G.2 how both 
the temperature and the humidity profile for the 112 day dunna which te tmu 
wa conduc ed. The aYerage temp rature wa about 291 K and the nmat1on of 
t mp rature were within = 3 K. The average relat1\·e humidity wa· about :30(( and 
the rnriat1on - of the humidity were within = .s ~ . The en,·ironmental condition · of 
h w iuhma chamber met the we1ghinu chamber ·pecification · ·et by the EP.-\ 3. 
wa 
The weiahin ranu of the balance wa elected to b -10 aram . The balance 
calibrated aft r the · lection of the ranae and after the power uppl} had been 
1 ft on for more than 60 minute . Both the mtearat1on time ( mea ·unnu cnle l and 
h tability detector were ·elected at normal ·ettinu . The balance ua,·e the be ·t 
performance in term of mea uring accuracy and preci ion for the e election . The 
PO\ er upply for the balance wa u ually left on if the balance wa frequently u ·ed. 
320 
exp. data 
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~ 310 
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Fiuure G. l: Temperature in the weiuhing chamber 
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Figure '.2: Relative humidity m the we1uhmg chamber 
Table ; .1: tati . tical data of reference filter · 
R f. Filt r 
1 
2 
3 
4 10 
12 
12 
6 
0 4 .527 
o .. -04u 
0.501.5." 
o .. 51 i-! 
0.-l 41 
0.51321 
a tandard D ,·iation 
bco ffici nt of \"ariation 
\Im \\" t. ~lax. \\"t. TDa 
( aram) 
0.00011 
0.00011 
0 4 51.5 0.-l 531 0.0000 
0.50-114 o .. 50-±32 0 0000 
0.507 4.5 0.00007 
0.:-1 .5 0.0000 
0.-l 40 0.0000.5 
0.51321 0.0000.5 
C\T 
( °'; ) 
0.022 
0.022 
0.012 
0.011 
0.013 
0.011 
0.011 
0.010 
. ft r ha,·ing · t abilized for at l a t -1 hour in the weiahina chamber, the filter 
w r r ady to b w iah cl. Befor w ighing the u cl filter . two reference filter were 
w ighed fir t t make ·ure the balance and weighing chamber were working prop rly. 
Th w ight of the ref rence filter were r corded o they could be u ed a reference 
value lat r. Th EP. r gulatton r quire that the reference filter be changed at 
1 a t on a month. Eight filter were u ed over the period of the te t . Two of 
th m w re in the weighing chamber at any given time .. fter the lat u ed filter 
had been weiuh d th reference filter wer re-weiahed to check the validity of the 
r cord d filt r weight data. The tati tical data of the reference filter we1aht are 
hown in Tabl .1. Th coeffici nt of Yariation of the e fil er were o mall that 
th Yariation could b ne lected. 
· di cu ed m ct1on -!.4. L he nominal filter loading wa 1.5.0 milligram for 
the filt r u ed in the te t . From Table G.1, it can be calculated that the weigh 
chang for any reference filter i le than =3.0% of 1.5.0 milligram . which i below 
l l!J 
th EP. tol ranee of =·)' '"; . 
Th weiahin~ proce de crib <la follow . Fir t. the di -play of h balance 
wa - t to z ro by pr ·ma the control bar briefly. Th n. th .::lidin~ gla - door of 
th balance wa open cl -lowly. Th u ed fil r wa - r moved from a p t ri di -h and 
plac cl on th c nt r of th weiahina pan u ma ·te I fore p -. h ala door wa 
lowly do ed for the purpo of r adina th weiaht accurately. \Vhen the are n dot 
in th di play w nt out. which m ant that tability wa achi \" d. the filter,,. 1aht wa -
r cord cl. Finally. th filt r wa - remo\·ed from th weiahina pan and replaced in th 
p tri di h. C ually. th di play r turned to z ro in a -hort p riod of time. If it wa 
z ro. th balanc wa r ady to mea ur anot h r filt r. For the purpo e of checkma 
th r producibility of th balance. th filter wa u ually weiahed three t1m . The 
final w ight wa th av rag rnlue of the thre r ading. 
h weigh cl am pl filter were u ually kept m the weiahina chamber until the 
ntir data analy i wa com pl ted. If there were any doubt about the weight r cord 
for a particular filt r th filter could b re-weighed. Thouah uch a ituation rarely 
happen d, it wa a good way to handle the filter .. fter weiahina wa complete, the 
filt r w r it h r di carded or kept for oluble hydrocarbon extraction. 
l 0 
PPE DI H. DIE EL F EL FL W R TE E TI T 
TE DY- T TE DITI 
o ompare the enuin equi,·alence ratio predicted by the computer model with 
th xp rim ntal valu . both the in tantaneou air and fuel flow rate to the enume 
mu t b known during at ran i nt te t. The air flow rate could be mea ured by u ing 
th laminar flow el ment. which wa di cu ed in ection ·Ll. r nfortunately. it wa · 
not po ible to mea ure the in tantaneou fuel flow rate durinu a tran ient cycle te t 
by u ing th quipm nt a\·ailable. In tead of m a urinu the actual fuel flow rate over 
a t ran i nt cycl . an equation wa de,·elop d to predict the rate ba ed on teady- tate 
Th quantity of die el fuel con urned during a teady- tate te t wa mea ured 
with a Toledo balance and a topwatch. The die el fuel flow rate depend only on 
th nurn p ed and the rack po ition of the fuel pump. The rack po ition wa · 
control! d b an actuator, which wa di cu ed in ection 4.1. and wa mea ured 
u ing the voltage output from a potentiometer mounted on the actuator. Both the 
n m p ed and the actuator po ition were recorded by the computer during the 
t ady- tat te t. Th ngine peed wa varied from 1200 rpm to 2100 rpm and the 
a tuator po ition wa chang d o that ten different engine load were obtained A 
two-variabl polynomial equation, Eq. H.l, wa developed to calculate the die el fuel 
1 1 
flow rat from the peed and actuator po ition. 
rn1 = '10 - a1.\111t ( H.l ) 
wh r 
Xact - th actuator po 1tion in ,·olt , 
m1 - the fu l flow rat in kg min. and 
ao and a1 - th polynomial co ffic1 nt which are th function of the enaine ~ peed. 
ao and a 1 ar xpre d a_ follow 
-- 1 ·)·)-o 10 - 2 ,. - ·) 2 ao = I. I I - -~-1 < • e - 1.-
al - - 2.3 23 - 3 . .'" 1 x 10 3 .Ye - 2.024 x 10- Xe2 - 3.3-!i ;< 10 - lO .Ye:3 (H.3 ) 
wh r Xe i th ngm p ed in rpm. 
Figur H.l how th xperimental data and the fit curve. The coefficient of 
d . •) . 0 rmination. r-. 1 . 1 from a lin ar reare ion analy i . Thi polynomial ex-
p rim nt al quation could be u ed toe ti mate the experimental fuel flow rate durina 
th tran ient cycle u ina recorded value of ngine peed and actuator po ition. 
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